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In Mernory of Apu 

The Rood Lesr Tavelled 

Two roads dfferged in a yellow wood, 

And sony 1 could not tmvel both 

And be one traveler. long 1 s t W  

And h k e d  down one as fer as 1 muid 

To where it bent in the undeqmwth; 

men took the dher, as just as fair, 

And having perfiaps the better daim, 

Because A was grassy and wanted weac 

Though as for that the pessing there 

Had worn the# ma& about the same, 

And both that moming equaliy lay 

In leaves no step had trodden blacic 

Oh. 1 kept the tirst for andher day! 

Yet knowing how way leads on to wey, 

1 doubted if l shouM ever m e  back. 

1 shaü be tdng this with a sigh 

Somewhere ages and ages hence: 

Tworoadsdiveqedina wood.and1- 

1 took the one less traveied by, 

And that has made al the dÏfference. 

- Robert Frost 
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L'objectif de ce mémoire est d'établir une méthodologie d'analyse qui serait utilisée comme 

encadrement pour modéliser l'accessibilité terrestre aux deux aéroports de Montréal en utilisant 

les données d'enquete Origine-Destination obtenues suite à une enquête réalisée par Dessau 

Inc. pour le compte de l'administrateur Les A&uports de Montréal (ADM) (juin 1993). 

L'approche totalement dhsagréghe selon le concept MADITUC (Modéle d'Analyse DBsagrégée 

des Itin6mires de Transport U a i n  Collectif) a été utilisée pour le développement de cette 

méthodologie. Cette approche est retenue pour son habileté à conserver, lors d'analyses, tous 

les attributs propres A chaque déplacement. Un sctus-échantillon des deplacements 

d'accessibilitb terrestre extrait de I'enquete OD 1993 de la STCUM-MTQ a été utilisé pour 

comparer !a méthodologie d'enqu6te et la stnidure des données puisque les données de cette 

enqu6te ont contribu6 au développement de l'approche totalement désagdgée. 

La m6thodoiogie d'analyse ptopode consiste en: l'analyse et la validation des khanfillons de 

données, le calw l de fadeurs d'expansion, Ia derivation de nouvelles variables, l'extraction des 

déplacements d'accessibilité terrestre, la compilation des données d'enquête et la simulation des 

déplacements extraits à l'aide du systeme ~ ~ ~ ( ~ t r a t ) ~ .  

L'analyse des deplacements des passagers originant et se destinant aux aéroports 

internationaux de Montréal a montré des caractéristiques comportementales d'accessibilité 

terrestre similaires a celles de la plupart des villes Nord-Américaines tel que le rapporte la 

littérature. La distribution des origines et des destinations des passagers résidants est plus 

dispersée B travers la GRM que celle des non-résidants qui originent ou se destinent en rnajorite 

vers le centre-ville. De plus, les passagers r6sidants utilisent de façon prédominante les modes 
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privés tels que l'automobile a l o ~  que les non-résidants utilisent les modes publics plus que les 

résidants tels que le service d'autocar. 

Les trois plus grands générateurs de déplacements aéroportuaires sont sur une période de 24 

heures: le centre-ville de Montréal avec 25 488 déplacements. la CUM-Centre avec 19 785 

déplacements et la CUM-Ouest avec 16 1 13 déplacements. 

Le temps moyen et la distance moyenne de parcours à i1a8roport de Dorval obtenus A partir de 

simulations avec ~ ~ ~ ( S t r a t ) ~  sont de 25.72 min et 3434 km respectivement. basés sur les 

chemins obtenus de la simulation avec ~ ~ ~ ( ~ t r a t ) ~ .  De la meme façon, le temps moyen et la 

distance moyenne de parcours B l'aéroport de Mirabel sont de 35.76 min et 49,Olkm. 

L'expérimentation avec le systkme ~ ~ ~ ( ~ t r a t ) ~ ,  qui utilise le réseau analytique de transport 

développé pour l'analyse du transport des marchandises dans la Grande Région de Montréal 

pour le compte du Ministère des Transports de Québec, n'a pas bien réussi. Le temps de 

parcours est une fonction de la distance parcourue et la vitesse des liens de l'itinéraire simulé. 

Une déficience de la codification du réseau routier, parüculiérement aux alentours de l'aéroport 

de Dorval, demontre un impact sur les itin6raires des voyageurs et, conséquemment sur la 

distance et le temps parcourus A Ita&oport. 

Divers indicateurs de performance ont été étudiés pour mesurer le niveau d'accessibilité 

terrestre aux deux aéroports A partir d'un découpage territorial en 1 O secteurs de la GRM. Deux 

indicateurs ont partiwliérernent été investigués: un indice d'accessibilité et la vitesse moyenne 

d ' a d  B chaque aéroport. Ces deux indicateurs prennent en compte le temps et la distance de 

parcours ainsi que le volume de voyageurs. Une comparaison des indicateurs de performance 

de l'accessibilité terrestre a montré que la vitesse moyenne d'am& était un indicateur plus fiaMe 

que l'indice d'accessibilité. 
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Malgré sa distance du centre-ville de Montréal, l'aéroport de Mirabel est trouvé comme étant 

plus accessible en terme de vitesse moyenne d'amis que l'aéroport de Dorval, puisque celui-ci 

est localisé dans la partie ouest de la GRM et qu'il est accessible par des routes et autoroutes A 

vitesse réduite. La vitesse moyenne d'accés B I'aéroport de Mirabel est de 84 km/h tandis que la 

vitesse moyenne d'accès B t'aéroport de Donral est de 57 k m .  Les voyageurs du centre-ville 

de Montréal et de la Rive-Sud (incluant la Proche Rive-Sud) bénéficient d'une vitesse d'acçés B 

I'aéroport de Dorval respectivement de 80 km/h et 62 km/h tandis que les voyageurs de la CUM- 

Ouest subissent une vlesse d'accès B l'aéroport de Dorval inférieure (44 kmlh). Une analyse de 

résultats d'une simulation sous congestion devrait révéler si ces zones maintiennent les memes 

niveaux d'accessibilité terrestre aux a6roports de Dorval et de Mirabel. 

Alors des analyses futures de l'accessibilité aéroportuaire devraient inclure des effets de 

conditions de pointe sur le temps d'accès et la vitesse spécifiquement à l'aéroport de Dorval où. 

dans un futur immédiat, on prévoit une augmentation du trafic. Ceci implique d'augmenter la 

taille de 1'6cfiantillon des passagers pour &re capable d'analyser adéquatement des 

déplacements d'accès aéroportuaires durant la période de pointe (pointe AM). Aussi, les 

planificateurs d'aéroport et de transport devraient examiner plus à fond I'accés B 11a6roport de 

Dorval et aux alentours puisque la CUM-Ouest est l'un des 3 plus importants générateurs de 

trafic aéroportuaire. 



ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this research analysis, was to establish an analysis methodology that would 

establish the groundwork for further analysis including modelling of passenger and greeter airport 

access trips to both Dorval and Mirabel Airports using the origin-destination survey data obtained 

from the Origin-Destination and Modal Choice Suwey of Passengers and Ernployees conduded 

for Les Aémrfs ob Monbiéal ( A M )  by Dessau Inc. in June 1993. The totally disaggregate 

approach for transportation systems analysis (MADITUC) was used to develop this methodology. 

This infornational approach was seleded for its ability to retain al1 the travel charadefistics of 

each recorded trip throughout the analyses. An extraded subsample of airport-ended trips from 

the 1993 MUCTC-MTQ regional O-D survey data was used to compare suwey methodofogy and 

data structure since the data from this suwey was instrumental in the developmerrt of the totally 

disaggregate approach. 

The proposeci methodology consisted of the examination and correction of data sarnples, the 

calculation of expansion factors, the derivation of variables, the extraction of ground access trips 

for further analysis, the compilation of the survey data and the simulation of the extracteci trips 

using the ~ ~ ~ ( S t r a t ) ~  system. 

Analysis of passenger trips to and fmm Montreal's International Airports showed ground access 

behaviour charaderistic of most North Amencan a ies  according to the Iiterature. Namely, 

resident passenger airport trip origins or destinations showed more dispersion throughout the 

Greater Montreal Area wmpared to nonresident passenger airport trip origins or destination was 

Downtown Montreal. Also, resident passengers predominantly used private modes such as the 

automobile, whereas nonresidents used public modes such as the autocar airport shuttle sewice. 



The top three generators of trips to and fmm both Donral and Mirabel Airports were Downtown 

Montreal with 25 468 trips, the MUC-Centre with 19 785 trips and the MUC-West with 16 11 3 

trips during a 24-hour period. 

The average travel time and distance to each airport was detenined from the simulation of 

airport access trips with ~ ~ ~ ( S t r a t ) ' .  The average travel time and distance to Dorval Airport 

was calculateci as being 25.72 min and 34.32 km. The average travel tirne and distance to 

Mirabel Airport was found to be 35.78 min and 49.01 km. 

This expenmentation with h M ~ ( ~ t r a t ) ~ ,  using the spatial referencing system developed for the 

Quebec Ministry of TranspoR's urban goods movement analysis within the Greater Montreal 

Ama, was not succ8sshil for the analysis of access trips to Donral and Mirabel Airports. The 

simulated travel times are a fundion of both the distance travelled and the speed of the links in 

the simulated path. An incompletely coâed network, partiwlarly in the vicinity of Dorval Airport, 

therefore affects the itineraries assigned to airport tripmakers and consequently the distance and 

time travelled to the airport. 

An examination of performance indicators to measure the level of accesçibility to both Dowal 

and Mirabel Airports for the ten zones of the Greater Montreal Area (GMA) was also wnduded. 

Two possible indicators in particular were examined: an accessibility index and the average 

speed to each airport. Both measures factor in the travel time and distance and the volume of - 
tripmakers affeded. Cornparison of the two pmposed measures of ground accesçibility revealed 

that the average access speed for each zone was a more suitable, independent indicator for the 

level of ground access than the accessibility index. 



Despite its distance to the centre of Montreal, Mirabel Airport was found to be more accessible in 

ternis of average speed than Dorval AirpoR, whicti is nestled in the western part of the GMA and 

is surrounded by lower speed ma&, highways and traffic circles. The average access speed to 

Mirabel is 84 kWh, M i l e  the average accesç speed to Dorval is 57 km/h. Downtown Montreal 

and South Shore ttipmakers experienced a high access speeds to Dorval Airport (60 krnih and 

62 km/h respedively), whereas MUC-West tn'pmakers experïenced the lowest average access 

q m d  to Dorval Airport (44 km/h). Further analysis of paths simulated under peak traffic 

conditions should reveal wtiether these  zones maintain their level of gmund accessibility to 

Dorval Airport. 

In conclusion, future analysis of airport access should include the effed of peak conditions on 

the access time and speed, particularly with the sctieduled increase in traffic at Dorval Airport in 

the near future. This implies increasing the passager sample size to be able to adequately 

analyze airport access trips during the (rnorning) peak period. Also, transportation and airport 

planners should further examine the access to Doival Airport in the vicinity of the airport, since 

the MUC-West is one of the three important generators of airport traffic. 



CONDENSE DU MEMOIRE INTITULE: 

GROUNI) ACCESSIBILITY TO MONTREAL'S INTERNATIONAL AIRPORTS: 

A DISAGGREGATE ANALYSIS 

La grande région de Montréal (GRM) est actuellement desservie par deux ahports 

internationaux: Dorvaf et Mirabel. Le trafic aérien de I'a4roport de Dorval est de nature national 

(vols domestiques) et transfmntalier tandis que celui de I'a6mport de Mirabel est plut& de nature 

intemational et nolisé. L'amélioration de l'accessibilité terrestre aux aéroports de Dorval et de 

Mirabel, aussi bien qu'entre eux, est l'une des pféoccupaüons de l'administrateur Les Aémports 

de MontMa/ (ADM). A cet égard ADM réalise périodiquement des enquêtes Origine-Destination 

(00) qui permettent de recueillir entre autres les informations suivantes il l'égard des passagers: 

mode emprunté, origine, destination, motifs, etc. 

L'objectif de ce mémoire est d'établir une méthodologie d'analyse qui serait utilisée comme 

encadrement pour moddliser I'accessibilit6 terrestre aux deux aémports de Montn9al en utilisant 

les données d'enqu&e Origine-Destination obtenues suite B une enqugte réalisé par Dessau inc. 

pour le compte d'ADM (juin 1993). L'approche totalement désagrégee selon le concept 

MADITUC (Modele diAnalyse Désagrégee des Itinéraires de Transport Urbain Collectif) a a6 

utilide pour le dbveloppement de cette méthodologie. Cette approche est retenue pour son 

habileté il conserver* lors d'analyses, tous les attributs propres à chaque deplacement. 
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Divers indicateurs de performance ont ét6 étudiés pour mesurer le niveau d'a-bilité 

terrestre aux deux aéroports à partir du découpage territorial en 10 secteurs de la GRM. Deux 

indicateurs ont particulièrement ét6 investigués: un indice d'accessibilité et la vitesse moyenne 

d ' a m  ii chaque a6roport. Ces deux indicateurs prennent en compte le temps et la distance de 

parcours ainsi que le volume de voyageurs. 

Ce mernoire se subdivise en cinq volets. La p rem ih  partie aborde les concepts essentiels à la 

compréhension de la problématique de I'acœssïbilité temstre aux aéroports. La seconde partie 

présente la méthodologie d'analyse des déplacements d'accessibilité terrestre 8 Donral et 

Mirabel. Ceci inclut une revue de la méthodologie d'enqudte dlADM en la comparant avec celle 

de la STCUM sous les aspects de la m&hodofogie, des stmdures de données et des procédures 

de traitement des données. Dans la troisidme partie, on retrouve la caradérisation des 

deplacements typiques des passagers et des accompagnateurs. Quant a la quatrième parîie, 

elle présente les résuttats, notamment le temps et la distance de parcours suite & la simulation 

des itinéraires d'accès aux a6mports en utilisant le systeme ~ ~ ~ ( S t r a t ) ~  (Modele d'Analyse 

Désagrégé Stratifié et Stratégique). De plus, cette partie traite aussi du aoix de deux 

indicateurs de performance. Finalement, les conclusions mises en 6videnœ par cette recherche 

sont présentées dans le dernier volet. 

Un bref sommaire de chacun des volets suit. 

PROBLEMATIQUE ET REVUE DE LA LITERATURE 

Ce chapitre présente les concepts essentiels à la compdhension de ta problématique de 

l'accessibilité terrestre aux aéroports. Pour établir le contexte analytique de I1accessibi1it6 
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terrestre aux aéroports internationaux de Montréal. on doit mettre en présence l'offre et la 

demande d'accessibilité terrestre. 

Les usagers des aéroports et plus particuliérement les passagers aériens sont plus sensibles aux 

retards dus a la congestion mutière B cause de l'important mut associé au risque de manquer 

leur vol. 

Une combination d'éléments physiques et non-physiques influence le choix modal d'accessibilitb 

terrestre aux aéroports. Les Blements physiques incluent les modes disponibles, les réseaux 

associés et la localisation géographique des origines et des destinations. Les éléments non- 

physiques comprennent les attributs de service du systdme de transport, les caractéristiques 

sociodémographiques des voyageurs ainsi que le motif de déplacement. 

La littérature a aussi révélé que les modes associés I'automobile sont les plus fréquemment 

utilisés en Amérique du Nord. Les transports wlledifs ne sont pas souvent emprunt& A cause, 

principalement, du temps de déplacement et de l'encombrement des bagages. 

La distribution g6ographique des origines et des destinations des deplacements dBpend de 

l'aménagement et de la superficie du territoire métropolitain, de la localisation géographique de 

l'aéroport par rapport au centreville ou & d'autre @les importants d'attraction. de I'importanœ 

économique, politique et cuiturelle d'une ville et de la proportion de non-résidants parmi les 

usagers des aéroports. 

La littérature a révelé que les non-résidants se logent en majoritb dans le centre-ville d'une ville, 

Par conséquent, on s'attend B ce qu'un fort pourcenîge de deplacements aéroportuaires soit 



réalisé par des non-résidants entre le centre-ville de Montréal et les deux aéroports 

intemationaux. 

Cappmche d'analyse retenue est l'approche totalement désagrégée. Cette approche est 

seledionnée pour son habiletb A identifier et A analyser différentes classes de la dientéle 

aéroportuaire et ce, tout en conservant, tout au long du processus analytique, toutes les 

informations individuelles. 

Deux ensembles de données ont été utilisés pour l'analyse des déplacements dnaccessibilit6 

terrestre aux aéroports internationaux de Dorval et de Mirabel. Le premier ensemble de 

donn6es vient de l'Enquête OD et choix modal mandaté par ADM en juin 1993. Le deuxiéme 

ensemble de donnees est un sous-ensemble de données extrait de l'enquête OD régionale de la 

STCUM - MTQ réalisé à l'automne 1993. 

La méthodologie proposée comprend quatre grandes 6tapes: l'analyse de la méthodologie 

d'enquête d'ADM, la validation des donnees utilisées. la caractérisation des déplacements 

aéroportuaires terrestres et la simulation de ces déplacements A l'aide du systéme ~ ~ ~ ( ~ t r a t ) ~  . 

L'analyse de la méthodologie d'enquae dlADM inclut une comparaison avec Ieenquéte 00 de la 

STCUM sous deux aspects: I'asped méthodologique et l'aspect stmcture des données. Ceci fut 

fait puisque les données dBenqu4tes de la STCUM ont contribué au développement de 

l'approche totalement d6sagrégée. Les points forts de chacune des méthodes de cueillette de 

données furent identifiés. De plus, l'analyse de la stnicture des données de chacun des 

6chantillons a permis de déteminer les pmcéâures de traitement requis, 



La vérification des données et du traitement s'est effectué selon les étapes suivantes. 

Premiérement, chaque échantillon de données fut examine dans le but de s'assurer qu'il n'y 

avait plus d'inconsistenœ. Deux anomalies majeures ont été d6couvertes: une impliquait 

l'irrégularité entre l'heure enqu&ée et l'heure amvée A l'aéroport et la seconde a permis 

d'identifier l'absence de coordonnées x-y pour certaines des origines &/ou destinations des 

d8placements. Ces coordonnées sont pourtant essentielles à la simulation avec le systdrne 

~ ~ ~ ( ~ t r a t ) ~ .  Dans le premier cas, 3% des enregistrements de la base de donndes des 

passagers au départ et 5% des enregistrements de fa bases de données des accompagnateurs 

furent éliminés. Dans le deuxidme cas, 25% des enregistrements de la base de données des 

passagers au départ, 38% des enregistrements de la base de données des passagers B l'arrivée 

et 42% des enregistrements de la base de données des accompagnateurs ont été récupérés en 

attribuant a u  coordonn6es manquantes les coordonnées x-y associés au centroide du secteur 

municipal soit d'origine Wou de destination. 

Ensuite, des fadeurs d'expansion basés sur la population estimée des passagers et des 

accompagnateurs pendant la période d'enquae et pour le motif du déplacement aérien ont 6té 

calculés pour les trois bases de donnees d'ADM en utilisant tmis méthodes différentes. La 

première méü~xîe utilise pour calculer les fadeun d'expansion des passagers nationaux et 

transfrontaliers les volumes obtenus des entrevues de calibration pendant la période de 

Igenqu&e. La seconde methode a permis de dériver les facteurs d'expansion des passagers 

internationaux a partir de l'achalandage annuel des passagers internationaux a Mirabel. La 

tcoisieme methode a permis de calculer les fadeur d'expansion des accompagnateurs aux 

passagers A l'arrivée à partir d'une estimation d'une population d'accompagnateurs dérivee des 

bases de données des passagers A I'aMvée et des accompagnateurs. Ces fadeurs d'expansion 

ne sont que des estimes et doivent 6tre traites comme tels. 
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De nouvelles variables ont été ensuite dérivées pour ajouter une nouvelle dimension B l'analyse 

des déplacements aéroportuaires. Pour les passagers, un statut résidentiel basé sur le lieu de 

résidence déclaré et un statut passager en fonction du motif du déplacement aérien ont été 

dérivés. Pour les données de la STCUM-MTQ un astatut  aéroport^ identifiant une catégorie 

spécifique pour l'analyse des déplacements aéroportuaires a été derivé en considerant l'origine 

et la destination de chaque déplacement en fonction et du motif déclaré. 

Finalement, les déplacements ont été: extraits de chacune des bases de données (ADM, 

STCUM-MTQ). Pour les bases de données ADM, les ddplacements avec caordonn6es à 

l'origine et A la destination ont été extraits pour être utilisés pour des analyses plus poussées et 

la simulation avec ~ ~ ~ ( ~ l r a t ) ~ .  Seulement les d6placements à l'intérieur de la GRM ont et6 

extraits. Pour l'échantillon de la STCUM-MTQ, seulement les déplacements des 

accompagnateurs de passagers à I'arrWe ont été extraits puis qu'ils representent le plus grand 

pourcentage de déplacements aéroportuaires identifiés lors de l'enquête OD de la STCUM-MTQ. 

L'analyse des accompagnateurs des passagers selon les données de la STCUM-MTQ est 

accessoire et donc ne fait pas partie de l'analyse intégrale des déplacements d'accès terrestre 

aéroportuaire aux aéroports de Dorval et de Mirabel. Pour cette raison, cette analyse accessoire 

des accompagnateurs se trouve en annexe. 

Ce chapitre conclut avec l'examen de l'importance statistique des khantifloris extraits. L'erreur 

associée aux échantillons passagers d'ADM a ét6 calculée comme étant CL l'intérieur de ta marge 

d'emur acceptable (5%) B un niveau de confiance de 95%. Cependant, l'erreur associée a 

l'échantillon des accompagnateurs &ait le double (1 1%) de la marge d'erreur tolktée au même 

niveau de confiance. De la meme façon, l'erreur associée à l'échantillon de la STCUM-MTQ se 

situe dans le même intervalle que l'échantillon des accompagnateurs -passagers d'ADM. 
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ANALYSE DES DEPLACEMENTS D'ACCES TERRESTRE 

Les déplacements d'accès terrestre effectués par les passages et les accompagnateurs à 

l'arrivée ont été caractérisés et des profils du passager et de l'accompagnateur ont été 

bn'évement présentés dans ce chapitre. 

L'analyse du profil des passagers utilisant les aéroports internationaux de Montréal a montré que 

49% de tous les passagers étaient des résidants de la GRM, et que dont la majorité demeurait 

dans la CUM-Centre. La majorité des passagers d'affaires non-résidants venaient 

principalement des autres provinces tandis que les passagers loisirs non-résidants provenaient 

de partout dans le monde. De plus, il a été observé que les voyages pour le motif affaires 

prédominent 8 l'aéroport de Donral et que les voyages pour le moüf loisirs prédominent à 

l'aéroport de Mirabel, tous passagers confondus. 

Durant la période enquetée (juin 1993) il y avait quotidiennement 25 527 déplacements 

passagers en partance de Dorval et 9 146 déplacements passagers en partance de Mirabel, 

18 007 déplacements passagers A l'arrivée a Dorval et 9 029 déplacements passagers à l'arrivée 

A Mirabel. 

Le passager résidant typique a initie de, ou terminé son déplacement ahportuaire P sa 

résidence dans la CUM-Centre tandis que le passager nondsidant typique a initi6, ou terminé 

son déplacement aéroportuaire soit à un hdtel, soit dans un autre une autre lieu au centre-ville 

de Montréal. Ceci est vrai pour les passagers des deux aéroports. 

L'heure de pointe pour les déplacements passagers au départ de l'aéroport Dowal était 6h00. 

Quarante pourcent (40%) des déplacements des passagers au départ se destinant à I'aéroport 
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de Dorval se sont effectués durant la période de pointe du matin soit entre 6hC0 et 9h00. 

L'heure de pointe pour les départs des passagers A i'a6roport de Mirabel était 16h00. L'heure de 

pointe d'ahvde des passagers Ci l'aéroport de Dorval était 17h00 tandis que l'heure de pointe 

d'amvée des passagers il l'aéroport de Mirabel était l6h00. 

Le choix modal s'est effectué en fondion du statut résidentiel du passager. du motif de 

déplacement et de l'aéroport. Les modes privés ont généralement été préférés aux modes 

publics pour acc6der A l'un ou l'autre des adroports. Cependant. on note une tendance 4 

l'utilisation des modes publics pour accéder B l'aéroport de Mirabel. En outre, les passagers 

non-résidants sont plus predispsés à utiliser les modes publics que les passagers résidants. De 

plus, on observe chez les passagers d'affaires une tendance A sélectionner des modes Ci coüts 

plus Blevés tel que le taxi pour accéder Ci I'a6mporL 

Les trais plus grands générateurs de déplacements aéroportuaires sont sur une période de 24 

heures: le centre-ville de Montréal avec 25 468 d6placernents, la CUM-Centre avec 19 785 

déplacements et la CUM-Ouest avec 16 11 3 déplacements. 

L'automobile (49%), le taxi (32%) et les autos louées (10%) sont les trois modes les plus utilisés 

pour accéder à I'aéroport de Dorval tandis que l'automobile (66%), l'autocar (1 1 %) et le taxi (8%) 

sont les trois modes les plus populaires parmi les passagers pour accéder Ci I'aeroport de 

Mirabel. 

Le temps d'attente des passagers A 11a6mport varie en fonction de la destination du vol. Les 

passagers nationaux attendent 72,3 min. et les passagers transfrontaliers attendent 84.4 min. A 

l'aéroport de Dorval avant leurs vols. D'autre part. les pasagers internationaux attendent 186,s 



min. a l'aéroport de Mirabel avant leurs vols. Cependent, on ne note aucune oorfélation entre la 

distance d'accés A I'aéroport et le temps d'attente B l'aéroport avant l'envol. 

Parmi les accompagnateurs aux passagers A l'arrivée, seulement 18% sont venus accueillir un 

membre de leur famille. Quarante et un p ~ ~ ~ ~ n t  (41%) des passagers accueiiiis étaient des 

résidants. L'analyse des déplacements des accompagnateurs a montré l'existence d'une 

symétrie dans les déplacements: 49% des accompagnateurs sont retournés à leur point 

d'origine, 15% sont retournés à leur résidence telles que dérivées de la résidence du passager, 

14% sont retournés B la résidence du passager et 22% se sont déplacés vers uns autre 

destination. 

Le nombre moyen d'accompagnateurs par passager a varié entre 0,80 pour les passagers 

nationaux et 1.81 pour les passagers internationaux II a aussi été observé que les passagers 

d'affaires avaient moins d'accompagnateurs par passager (.1,33) que les passagers loisirs (1,41). 

La majorité des déplacements accompagnateurs à l'aéroport de Dorval originait de la CUM- 

Ouest et se destinait au centre-ville de Montréal. Cependant, la majorité des déplacements 

accompagnateurs à I'aéroport de Mirabel originait et se destinait A la CUM-Centre. L'heure de 

pointe des déplacements accompagnateurs se destinant a t'aéroport de Dorval est 7h00, tandis 

que l'heure de pointe des déplacements originant de l'aéroport de Donral est 12h00. L'heure de 

pointe des déplacements accompagnateurs se destinant à l'aéroport de Mirabel est 15hOO alors 

que celle des déplacements originant de l'aéroport de Mirabel est 16h00. La dur& moyenne de 

Inactivité accompagnement a été estimée A 58 min. pour l'aéroport de Dorval et A 97 min. pour 

l'aéroport de Mirabel. Le mode privilégié de l'accompagnateur est l'automobile; 89% des 

déplacements à Dorval et 96% des déplacements A Mirabel sont des déplacements automobiles. 



SIMULATION ET ANALYSE AVEC MAD(sTRAT)~ 

Malgré sa distance du centre-ville de Montréal, 11a6roport de Mirabel est tf0uv4 comme 6tant 

plus accessible en terme de vitesse moyenne d'accès que l'aéroport de Dorval. puis que celui-ci 

est localisé dans la partie ouest de la GRM et qu'il est accessible par des mutes et autoroutes à 

vitesse réduite. La vitesse moyenne d'accès à I'aeroport de Mirabel est de 84 kWh tandis que 1% 

vitesse moyenne d'accès il I'abroport de Dorval est de 57 krmh. Les voyageurs du centre-ville 

de Montréal et de la RiveSud (incluant la Proche RiveSud) bén6ficient d'une vitesse d'accès à 

l'aéroport de Dorval respectivement de 60 km/h et 62 km/h tandis que les passagers et les 

accompagnateurs de la CUM-Ouest subissent une vitesse d'accès à l'aéroport de Dorval 

inférieure (44 kmh). Une analyse de résuitats d'une simulation sous congestion devrait réveler 

si ces zones maintiennent les mêmes niveaux d'accessibilité terrestre aux aéroports de Dorval et 

de Mirabel. 

Une comparaison des indicateun de perfomance de 11accessibilit6 terrestre a montre que la 

vitesse moyenne d'accès é ta l  un indicateur plus fiable que l'indice d'accwibilitb puisque ce 

dernier indentifie les zones qui sont très importantes en termes de volume de déplacements 

aéroportuaires. 

Le temps moyen et la distance moyenne de parcours à 18a6roport de Dorval obtenus a partir de 

simulations avec ~ ~ ~ ( ~ t r a t ) ~  sont de 25,72 min. et 34,34 km. respectivement, basé sur les 

chemins obtenus de la simulation avec ~ ~ ~ ( S t r a t ) ~ .  De la mdme façon. le temps moyen et la 

distance moyenne de parcours B 11a6mport de Mirabel sont de 35,76 min et 49'01 km. 

L'expérimentation avec le systdme ~ ~ ~ ( S t r a l ) ~ .  qui utilise le réseau analytique de transport 

d4veloppé pour l'analyse du transport des marchandises dans la Grande R6gion de Montréal 



pour le compte du Ministére des Transports de Quebec. n'a pas bien réussi. Le temps de 

parcours est une fondion de la distance parcoume et la vitesse des liens de l'itinéraire simulé. 

Une déficience de la codification du réseau routier, particuliérement aux alentours de l'aéroport 

de Dorval, démontre un impact sur les itinéraires des voyageurs et, conséquémrnent sur la 

distance et le temps parcourus i'aéroport. 

La méthodologie d'analyse proposée dans ce mémoire a établi les fondements d'anaiyses 

futures et permettent éventuellement la modélisation des déplacements d'accessibilité terrestre. 

La méthodologie a consistd en l'analyse et la correction des échantillons de données, le calcul 

des fadeurs d'expansion, la ddrivaüon des variables. I'extradion des déplacements 

d'accessiblité terrestre en vue de faire des analyses. la compilation de données dnenqu&te et la 

simulation B l'aide du systdme ~ ~ ~ ( ~ t r a t } ~ .  

L'analyse des déplacements d'accessibilité terrestre provenant des donnees d'enquete 00 

d'ADM a révelé que les passagers ont le comportement typique décrit dans la littérature. Les 

passagers non-résidants originent ou se destinent au centre-ville de Montréal tandis que les 

origines ou les destinations des passagers résidants sont dispersées à travers la GRM. De plus, 

on observe un comportement typique de sélecîion modale: les résidants de façon prédominante 

utilisent les modes privés pour accéder aux deux aéroportç tandis que les non-résidants 

privilégient de façon caractéristique les modes publics. 

L'analyse de l'accessibilité aux aéroports de Dorval et de Mirabel tS partir des 10 zones de la 

GRM a montre que, généralement, l'aéroport de Mirabel a une meilleure accessibilité en terme 

de vitesse moyenne (84 kmih) comparativement à I'a8roport de Dorval (57kmBl) attribuable 



principalement A la hiérarchie des mutes qui entourent l'aéroport de Dorval. Le centre-ville de 

Montréal et la Rive-Sud proffient de meilleures vitesses moyennes d'accès A l'aéroport de 

Dorval. Cependant ces vitesses ont été obtenues A partir de simulation avec des conditions 

optimales. Par aillem, la CUM-Ouest présente une plus faible vitesse d'accès à l'aéroport de 

Dorval due en grande partie la plus basse vit- des routes d'a- aux alentours de 

l'aéroport. 

Cependant, une éventuelle analyse de l'accessibilité terrestre en période de pointe devrait 

réveler si le même comportement est observé sous des conditions de circulation plus réalistes. 

Dés lors, les analyses futures de l'accessibilité aéroportuaire devraient inclure des effets de 

conditions de pointe sur le temps d'accès et la vitesse spécifiquement B l'aéroport de Dorval où, 

dans un futur immédiat, on prévoit une augmentation du trafic. Ceci implique d'augmenter la 

taille de l'échantillon des passagers pour être capable d'analyser adéquatement des 

déplacements d'accès aéroportuaires durant la période de pointe (pointe AM). Aussi, les 

planificateurs d'aéroport et de transport devraient examiner plus A fond l'accès à l'aéroport de 

Dorval et aux alentours puisque la CUM-Ouest est l'un des 3 plus importants genthteurs de 

trafic aéroportuaire. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The demand for gmund access to airports is denved fmm the decision need to travel to another 

city by air. People decide to condud interuhan travel by air modes due to the ability of aircraft 

to travel long distances in a relatively short amount of time. However, mi le technological 

advances in the aeronautics industry and improvements on processing techniques have 

decreased the fiight time and the passenger processing components of the total air trip 

respedively, the total travel time still has not changed. This is pnmanly due to ground access 

problems. 

The total travel time of a person travelling to another city by air mode includes access time from 

the person's last destination to the transportation network, in-vehicle travel time, parking - if 

applicable, access to the terminal, pmcessing time including checking-in and baggage handling, 

security check, pre-boarding time. boarding, flying tirne, and vice-versa upon amval at the 

destination city. 

Difficulty in co-ordinating flow patterns and activities between airports and transpoRation 

networks leads to gmund access problems for the users of an airport. One of the challenges of 

gmund access to airports includes the mix of airport-generated trafic with regular activity- 

generated trafic, such as work or school, which inmases the traveller's trip time. The situation 

is further amplified when there are Iwo airports senring a region, since transfer activity between 

the airports must also be taken into consideration as well as the activity between the urban 

centre and the airports individually. 



The Greater Montreal Area is presently served by two international airports: Dorval and Mirabel 

International Airports. Dorval Airport serves the domestic and transborder air passenger traff~c, 

while Mirabel handles rnostly schedukd international and charter trafic. lmproving ground 

access to both airports as well as between them is one of the principal objectives of the Montreal 

airport authority, Les Aéroports de Morraibal (ADM). As part of their cornmitment to improving 

airport ground access, ADM periodically conducts ongin-destination (GD) surveys of passengers 

which provide infomation on the modal choice, origin and destination of airport-ended trips as 

well as other relevant trip attributes. 

The purpose of this research analysis is to establish an analysis rnethodology to be used as a 

framework for rnodelling passenger and greeter airport access trips to both of  Montreal's 

International Airports - Dowal and Mirabel using ongindestination survey data obtained frorn the 

Ongin-Destination and Modal Choice Survey of Passengers and Employees conduded for ADM 

by Dessau Inc. in June 1993. The totally disaggregate approach for transportation systems 

analysis (MADITUC) is used to develop this methodology. This appmach was selected for its 

ability to retain al1 the travel charaderistics of each recorded trip throughout the analyses. 

An examination of performance indicators to measure the level of accessibility to both Dorval 

and Mirabel Airports for the ten zones of the Greater Montreal Area (GMA) is also conduded. 

Two possible indicators in particular are exarnined: an accessibility index and the average speed 

to each airport. 60th measures factor the travel time and distance and the volume of tripmakers 

affeded by similar access conditions. 

This thesis is composed of five parts. The first par? describes the key concepts necessary to the 

understanding of the issues surrounding ground access to airports. The second part presents the 

methodology used to analyze ground access trips to Dorval and Mirabel Airports, which includes 

an examination of the ADM survey methodology, a cornparison with the MUCTC O-D survey 



metttodology and data structure. and a description of the procedures used to process the data. 

The third part charaderizes the profile of the ground access trip for passenger and passenger 

greeten. The fourth part presents the results, namely the time and distance travelled to the 

airport based on the path obtained from the simulation of airport access trips to Doival and 

Mirabel Airports using the ~ ~ ~ ( S t r a t ) '  çystem. The development of the two performance 

indicators is also presented in this chapter. The conclusions derived fmm this research are 

presented in the final chapter. 



CHAPTER ONE 

CON- AND REVlEW OF LITERATURE 

Transportation planners faced with the task of analyùng and evaluating a transportation system 

such as an airport ground access system are presented with two challenges: a substantive one 

and a methodological one (MNHEIM. 1 W). The fornier requires an understanding d the adivity 

systems of a society or one of its subsqmenîs in order to comprehend its transportation ne-; 

the latter requires an appropriate analysis approach to be selected to msohre the transporlation 

issue at hand. The seleded approach depends to a certain extent on the data available and the 

level of precision required. 

This chapter focuses on the definition of gmund access to an airport. The components of a 

gmund accesç system are defined and the problems associated with airport ground access are 

presented. The two airports and the ground access system being studied in this research 

analysis are then presented followed by an overview of the available analysis approaches. which 

concludes this chapter. 

Ground access issues are subjed to differences in opinion and perception over whether or not 

gmund accessibility is problematic (PENDAKUR 1974; DE NEUMLLE 1976). To the air passenger 

who directly experiences delays resulting from ground transportation inefficiencies, ground 

access is a definite problem. Similady, ground access is a specific issue for airport authorities 

who have a vested interest in providing a high level of efficient setvice to their clientele for the 



intemodal transfer from ground to air modes. To other organizations, institutions and 

governments, gmund access to airports is another transportaüon-related problem. For the 

general public. the magnitude of the problem depends on the frequency with which air travel or 

airport trips are made and the locaüon of their residence with respect to the airport. 

Population gmwth, increase in disposabte incorne, faster airplanes and deciining fares al1 explain 

the boom in air lravel wtiich has occurred since the 4eginning of civil aviation in the 1940s 

(PENDAKUR. 1974). PENDAKUR(~ 974) and Coo~(1970) argue that despite technologieal advances 

in the aeronautics industry and improvements to passenger service. which have ail mntributed to 

the decrease in air travel and passenger pmcessing times, Iittle has been done to facilitate the 

ground trip to the airport. 

DE NEUMLLE (1976) outlines three elements which airport developers believe constitute the 

'airport access pmblern': 

1) air passengers value their time highly; 

2) congestion on the roadways cause delays to air passengers; 

3) a large number of people are assumed to want to travel between the city centre and 

the airport. 

His interpretation bn'ngs to light the partiwlarities of the airport ground access trip for air 

passengers, and to a certain extent, the people who either set? them off or greet them at the 

airport. 



1 .l .l Value of Time and Ground Transportation Delays 

The high wst associated with a missed flight makes al1 air passengers more sensitive than 

regular activity tnpmakers to delays caused by inefficient ground transportation. Business air 

travellers are generally perceived to be even more sensitive to ground transportation delays than 

their leisure traveling counterparts. Further, because of the higher cost of air travel and the risk 

of missing the fiight. departing passengers migM value their tirne differently than amving 

passenges This may explain why different types of air pasçengers attribute different value to 

their time. 

Moteover, delays due to ground transportation Vary according to the tirne of day at which travel 

to the airport occurs which in tum depends on the flight departure time, and the access mode 

used. Paççenge~ using mad-based modes, regardles of Wether the mode is pnvate or public. 

are more apt to experience delays if they must travel to the airport during peak periods. 

1.1.2 Ongin and Destination of Ground Access Trips 

The geographical distribution of airport-ended trips depends on the size and structure of the 

metmpolitan area, the ewnomic, political and cultural significance of the central city, the 

distance between the airport and the central business district (CBD), the location of the airport 

with respect to major activity centres, and to a certain extent, on the percentage of nonresidents 

among the passenger population. 



1 -1.3 Nonresidents and Ground Access Trips 

Nonresidents among the airport tripmaking population have slightly different demands on the 

ground access system. Nonresidents are usually unfamiliar with the city and tend not to venture 

beyond the city centre, especially if they are not visiting anyone from the region. A large 

proportion of nonresidents among the passenger population will therefore generate a greater flow 

beiween the city centre and the airport. 

1.1.4 Baggage and Access Modes 

An obvious particulanty of airport access trips is that airport tripmakers, particuiarly air 

passengers, cany baggage with them to and fmrn the airport. For this reason passengers often 

prefer the mnvenience of modes that offer door-tudoor service such as private modes. 

1.1.5 Jurisdiction Over Airports and Ground Access Issues 

Even though providing good access is an important issue for airport authorities it is one over 

wtiich they do not have direct decision-making power. Operation and maintenance of the 

highway and tocal road network providing access to the airport is usually the responsibility of 

govemrnental agencies, often with Iimited budgets and a wide range of priorities to consider. 

In Canada, air transportation is under the junsdidion of Transport Canada, a federal agency. As 

of 1991, the feâeral govemment owned and operated 226 airports, either soiely or with other 

municipalities, provinces, territones, or private management finns (TRANSPORT CANADA, 1991 IN 

HIRSHHORN, 1992). In 1987, the federal government arnended its airport policy to allow the 

transfer of major federal airports (MFA) to local airport authorities (LAA) (HIRSHHORN, 1992). AS a 



resutt of this policy, UAs in four major Canadian cities - Calgary, Edmonton, Vancouver and 

Montreal, assumed responsibility for the day-today operations and long-terni development of 

their respective airports. ln Montreal the local airport authority Les Aéroports de Moniréal 

(ADM), came into k ing  in 1989 and took over operations at both Dorval and Mirabel 

International Airports in August of 1992 (AÉROPORTS DE MONTREAL, 1993~). ADM consuits with 

the S&td de promotion des ahports de Montréal (SOPRAM) on al1 issues conceming the 

development of Montreal's lntemational Airports. SOPRAM is a regional cooperation agancy 

made up of representatives fmm the Board of Trade of Metropditan Montreal, the Chambre du 

Commerce du Monüéal m8bopolitain, the Conference of Suburban Mayorç, the Corporation de 

promotion r) Mirabel, the cities of Montreal, Laval, and Longueuil together with the Société 

montéfégknne de developpement (A~ROPORTS DE MONTRÉAL. 1993~). ADM was fomied after 

SOPRAM, successfully campaigned the federal govemment to allow the operations and 

management of Montreal's lntemational Airports to be transferred to a local airport authority. 

ADM's main objective is to manage and develop Montreal's lntemational Airports in the best 

interest of the Greater Montreal Region (AÉROPORTS DE MONTR~L,  1993~). PaR of their 

development plan indudes the improvement of access to the airpotts. To do this, ADM formed 

partnerships with the provincial govemment, the City of Montreal and the Montreal Urban 

Community (MUC) who each have different roles and responsibilities conceming the 

transportation network. The responsibility of operations and management of the highway 

network is relegated to the provincial govemment. The local road network however in each 

municipality is the responsibility of the municipal govemment. The following table sumrnarizes 

the ml0 of each level of govemment and authority in gmund access issues. 



Table 1. 1: Jurisdiction Over Air Transportation and Ground Aœess Issues in Canada (HIRSHHORN, 
1992) 

60-year kase with federal govemment; 

Assumes responsibiiii ovef the daily -ans and long-tem 

devek~pmerit of the airport. 

Landlord for MFAs ttiat are run by LAAS; 

Continued responsibilrty over air navigation, safety, and other general 

regulatory functions. 

Assumes responsibiIity over the operations and maintenance of the highway 

ruadrlehmfk 

Assumes responsibili over the opedons and maintenance of the local 

mad netwrk (senrice roads, arterials, callector and local m) connecting 

to and h m  the highway facilities. 

MFA: Major federa! airport 
tAA: Local airport authonty 

1.2 SOLUTIONS FOR ~MPROVING AIRPORT ACCESS 

Solutions for improving airport access are unique to each airport systern. It is impossible to 

simultaneously improve access for atl passengers, employees and visitors because of the 

dispersion of ground trip origins and destinations. In most cases, the efforts involve impmving 

the access between the central business district (CBD) and the airport, or other major activity 

centres that are likely to attrad or produce the greatest proportion of airport ended trips. 

In his examination of airport access, PENDAKUR (1974) states that exclusive access facillies, 

such as airport pakways or rapid transit lines, as a solution to general congesteci traffic 

conditions face two limitations: 1) only the highest concentrations of air passenger origins and 

destinations would be linked; 2) the capacity of an exclusive ground-access facility is too large to 

accommodate pasengen only. Due to their capital-intensive nature. this type of solution is 

often not wst-effective. 



In his study of American and European airports, COOGAN (1995) revealed that rail-based 

alternatives work best when they are connected to the national raiiway network as opposed to 

k ing  an exclusive link- For example, Amsterdam, Zurich, Munich, Franicfurt, London - 

Heathrow, London-Gatwick, Pan's-Orly, Par ide  Gaulle and Bnissels al1 have raihvays integrated 

into the teminal wtiich are also connected to the national raihay system. 

ln Montreal, the airport authority, ADM, has proposed short, medium and long-terni solutions for 

improving airport accesç to Dorval and Mirabel Airports which would also benefit the region 

(HORNBLOWER, 1994). In the short t e n ,  ADM proposed high occupancy vehicle (HOV) resewed 

lanes on two highways: 1) Highway 13 to facilitate access between Dorval and Mirabel Airports, 

as well as between Mirabel Airport and Downtown Montreal; and 2) Highway 20 to facilitate 

access between Dorval Airport and Downtown Montreal. 

Other projects that ADM proposes for the improvement of access to its airports include in the 

medium terni, a rail link connecting to the suburban commuter line operated by the Montreal 

Uhan Community Transit Corporation (MUCTC), and in the long terni, a high speed train in the 

QuebeoWindsor corridor that would include a stop at Mirabel Airport. 

The fundional components of an airport ground access system consist of the available modes, 

the transportation infrastructure, the landside elements of an airpoit including the teminal 

building and curb, and remote facilities. 



1.3.1 Access Modes 

Airport access modes can be categorized as either road-based or rail-based. Table 1.2 

summarizes the characteristics of these modes. Road-based modes include private modes such 

as automobiles, taxis, rental cars and limousines; and public modes such as transit buses, RaiI- 

based alternatives include conventional railways - where an airport station is integrated into the 

national raihay network; u r b n  mil rapid transit - where an airport station is part of the urban 

rapid transit system; and exclusive service raihvays - where there is non-stop service from the 

city centre to the airport (COOGAN 1995). 

Alternative modes to road- or rail-based modes also exist. These include vertical-take-ofi and 

landing W L )  modes, such as the heliwpter, and waterborne modes such as the hydrofoil. 

These modes however are not frequently used. 

1.3.2 Transportation Networks 

A nehnrork of highway and Street links, intersections, transfer points and teminals provide the 

means for modes to travel to and from the airport. Street intersections, highway access points, 

local, collecter artenal and highway links grouped together in a hierarchical order of fundion and 

speed fom the highway network. The urban transit network is composed of access points (bus 

stops, subway or train stations) and route links. The urban transit network can also be 

multimodal, as in the case of Montreal's transit network, gmuping together surface transit (bus), 

subsurface (metro) and rail transit modes. 
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Table 1.2: Classification of Airport Access Modes (COOGAN, 1995; ASWOFlO and WRK;nT, 1979) 

.. - 

CATMORY TYPE -PTION 

1. Ro&&sd: a) PrivateModes: a) Aulanobile, Taxi, Rental Car. Limousine; 

b) Pubtic Modes: b) Urban Transit, Speciai Bus, Chartered Bus. 

Hdd S h m .  

2 R;iRBased: a) Cornonal rail; a) Airport staüon lœaîed on the nationai 

raiMy network. Fredorninant in Eumpe; 

b) CMiventiwial urban rapid barnit; b) Airport station located on the rapid rail 

iramit rcetwork Predorninant in the US.; 

c) Speciatiï  tail and high speed gmund h r q I O f t  c) Manorail - Haneda A i r p M  in Tokyo, TGV 

Figure 1.1 iltustrates the fundional wmponents of an airport. Wilhin the airport boundary. 

ground access elements wnsist of approach roads, circulation and distribution mads amund the 

teminal and parking areas. 

1.3.3.1 Terminal Building 

The terminal building is the key transfer point for passengers transfemng from land modes to an 

air mode. It contains the terminal curb, transition areas, airline facilities, terminal circulation. 

passenger amenities, departure lounges, customs and immigration operations, airiine operations, 

airport operations and govemrnent offices. There are several possible configurations for 

terminais. Different configurations have different impacts on the ground transportation services. 

Passengers, visaors and ernployees need easy access to each terminal as well as to the ground 

transportation facilities. A prime example of one having a great impact on ground transportation 

is the multiple terminal configuration. In this case, the coordination of gmund transportation is 

especially crucial for transfemng paçsengers. 
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1.3.3.2 Terminal Curb 

The terminal curb is the intemodal interface where originating passengers transfer from land 

modes such as the private vehicle, taxi, limousine, transit or shuttle, to air modes (and vice- 

versa for teminating passengers). It is a dynamic area of the airport wtiich sees constant 

adivity throughout the day, but especially prior to or irnmediately following a schduled flight. 

The level of the activity is usually dependent upon the peak hour(s) for each fi igM sedor for both 

departures and amvals. 

1.3.4 Remote Facilities 

Remote facilities indude remote air terminals and parking lots. Remote teminals provide 

advance check-in sewices which Feduce some of the passenger processing operations that the 

passenger must cornplete prior to departure. These teminals are usually located in the city 

centre and offer a shuttle sewice from the remote terminal to the airport. 

Remote parking lots are iocated in the vicinity of the airport but off airport gmunds. These 

alleviate the parking trafic at the airport and offer parking at a lower rate. A shuttle provides 

service directly to the door of the terminal. 

Once a tnpmaker decides to travel from point A to point B for a specific trip purpose, a 

combinaüon of physical and nonphysicâl elements are taken into account in the seledion of a 

route and a mode. Physical elements include the available modes and corresponding networks, 



and the geographical location of the points of origin and destination. Nonphysical elements 

include the service attributes of the transportation system, and the socioeconornic and 

demographic charaderistics of the tripmaker. Service attributes are a combinaüon of perceiveci 

and actual charaderistics of the trip using a partiwlar mode and indudes the follawing: direct 

and indirect costs, in-vehide travel tirne, walking distance, accass time, comfort and preference. 

Socioeconamic and demographic charaderistics include the age, gender, occupation, status, 

inwme and car possession of the triprnaker. 

The tripmaker's trip purpose also has an effect on modal choice. Business travellers are more 

apt to select private modes, whereas recreational travellers may use either private or public 

modes. The choice of an access mode also differs for residents and nonresidents of the region. 

Nonresiderrts are more apt to select public modes since they do not have their cars and may 

prefer not to bother with driving in unfamiliar territory. Furthemore, the geographical location of 

trip origins and destinations in relation ta the airport are differerrt for residents and nonresidents. 

Trip origins and destinations are more likely to be the city centre for nonresidents, and dispersed 

throughout the region for residents they are more likely to be dispersed throughout the region. 

HARVEV (1986) used the rnultinomial logit model in the analysis of airport access modal choice 

for the residents of the San Francisco Bay Area. His resuk revealed that seledion of an airport 

acceçs mode is greatly dependent on trip purpose, travel time and travef cost. Business 

travellers were more sensitive ta accesç time and less sensitive to associateci costs wmpared to 

non-business travellers. His analysis also revealed that more than having one piece of luggage 

reduced the attradiveness of transit. Further, when the gender of the traveller was considered in 

airport access modal choice, it was found that women tended to prefer mdes that offer door-@ 

door escortecl senrice. 



In North America, the predominant type of mode used to access the airport are road-based 

private modes such as the personal automobile. taxi. rental car or limousine. COOK (1970) 

explains that this is due mainly to the geographical distribution of airpart-bound trips, the 

convenience of nonstop, door-to-door service with luggage canying capabilities, and the abilw to 

avoid vehicle transfers. The disadvantages of private modes include: the operating wsts such 

as parking. taxi fare, or rental fees; the susceptibility to time delays due to mix with regular traffic 

in the highway network; and the time needed to secure parking at the airport if the private vehicle 

is used. In his article on gmund access to Heathrow Airport in London. HOLE (1970) explains that 

the propensity to use private modes over public ones in the United States is due mainly to the 

structure and decentralization of its cities. 

While public transportation modes can move more passengers than automobiles and can 

eliminate the delays and cost due to parking, some of the reasons why transit systems to airports 

are l e s  favourable and therefore l e s  frequently selected are: the great walking distance, the 

lack of baggage handling facilities and a lack of knowledge of the transit systern. In addition, 

public tmnsportation modes can also be susceptible to the same delays on the highway network 

as automobiles. 

In contmst. COOGAN'S (1995) analysis of European and American airports revealed that there is 

an increasing trend in the use of ntbber-tired, higher-occupancy access modes such as buses 

and taxis, and a decrease in the use of the automobile, both private and rented, at Logan 

International Airport in Boston, Massachusetts and at National Airport in Washington, D.C.. 

Furthemore, air travellers in larger cities such as New York, Chicago and San Francisco are 

showing a willingness to pay higher prices for better quality and more direct services like shared- 

ride services such as hotel shuttle services. Therefore, if the disadvantages of private modes 



p e ~ i s t  and the l e s  favourable conditions of public modes can be improved, perhaps a similar 

trend can be expeded to be anse in other North Amencan cities as well. 

The Greater Montreal Area (GMA) is presently served by two international airports: Dorval and 

Mirabel Intemational Airports. Dowal serves the domestic and transborder flight secton, h i l e  

Mirabel handles mostly scheduled international and charter traftic. This division in flight trafic 

has b e n  in place since the opening of Mirabel Airport in 1975. In 1997, scheduled international 

fiights will retum to Dorval Airport, leaving Mirabel to handle charter flight t r a f k  and air cargo 

only. 

Dorval Airport is one of the top three airports in Canada in ternis of the volume of enplaned and 

deplaned passengers, ranking third after Toronto-Lester B. Pearson International, and Vancouver 

International Airport (TRANSPORT CANADA, 1993). Mirabel ranks eighth after Calgary, Ottawa, 

Winnipeg and Halifax International Airports. In 1993, 5.8 million passengers departed and 

amved in Montreal through Dowal Airport, M i l e  Miraûel Airport handled 2.4 million enplaned 

and deplaned passengers (ADM, 1993~). 

Dorval Airport is located in the City of Dorval which is 22 km West of downtown Montreal. 

Mirabel Airport is located on the northem shore of Jéçus Island (Laval) and the Island of 

Montreal, approxirnately 80 km north of downtown Montreal. 

A rernote airport terminal, the City Centre Air Terminal, exists as of 1995, in downtown Montreal 

located next to Central Station (VIA Rail). Air Canada offers a d v a ~ ~ e d  check-in facilities to its 



passengers bound for domestic destinations. An airport shuttle transports passengers to both 

airports from this point. 

1.5.1 Highway Access 

Highway access to Dorval Airport is provided by Highway 520 (Cdte-deLiesse Boulevard) which 

conneds Highways 40 and 20. Fmrn Highway 520, Boulevard Romeo-Vachon provides access 

to the airport grounds. Local road access is also available from Cardinal Avenue in the Ci of 

Dorval. 

Highway access to Mirabel Airport is provided by Highway 15. The extension of Highway 13 to 

the north would have provided an aiternative to Highway 15, especially for West Island residents. 

However, the provincial govemment has placed this project on hold indefinitely. Figure 1.2 

shows the highway access routes for both Dorval and Mirabel Airports. 

1.5.2 Transit Access 

Public transit service to Dorval Airport is provided by the Montreal Utban Comrnunity Transit 

Corporation (MUCTC). The No. 204 bus wnnects Dorval Airport to the cornmuter rail line, also 

operated by the MUCTC, which runs from Downtown Montreal to the western suburban 

comrnunity of Rigaud. The No. 204 also provides service to local West Island wmmunities. No 

public transit service is provided by the MUCTC to Mirabel. 



Mas transit service is also provided by ADM's autocar - airport shuttle bus operated by Autocar 

Connaisseur. The autocar provides service between Downtown Montreal and each airport. as 

well as service between the airports. 

Other foms of m a s  transit include hotel shultles which are independently run by each hotel, 

located in the proximity of the airport. Table 1.3 surnrnarizes the ground transportation services 

available at each airport. 

Figure 1.2: Highway Access to Dorval and Mirabel International Airports (MADITUC, 1996) 

1 S.3 Parking Facilities 

Dorval Airport has two parking lots: a muitilevel interior parking structure adjacent to the 

terminal and an exterior lot adjacent to the muItilevel parking structure. The lower level of the 



parking structure is reserved for rental car dropoff areas and parking lots. The lower level also 

accommodates, as of 1995. short-term (one-hour) parking and a valet parking service. Long- 

t e n  parking is also available at Dorval Airport as of 1996. 

Mirabel Airport also has two parking lots: a muitilevel interior parking structure used for short- 

term parking which is located adjacent (north) of the terminal; an exterior long-ten parking lot 

on the east side of the terminal. 

Remote parking lots are available at the Airport Dorval Hiiton located on the airport grounds, and 

at the Dorval VIA Rail station located approxirnately one kilometre south of the airport. 



Table 1.3: Ground Transportation Services Available at Montreal's International Airports 

MOM DORVAL - YUL MI- - YMX 

krdDrnobiie W n g  f a c i l i  Parking faciiiües: 

Mulwevd Short-Tem 

va& 

Fm car mntal agmchs are present Fm car rental qencias are present. 

Operated by air charîered campenies. Cost Operateci by air ctrartered companies. Cosî 
induded in pries of airfaredpchge deal. induded in price of airfardpackage deal. 

ûaiiy servka 10 and fmm downtawn 
Montreal wilh stops at 3 hotels and Vie 
Voyageur Bus Terminal. 

Daily service to and from Minbel Airport. 

The inter-airpart shulîk is fiw for 
pahsengers in barnit. and for chiidren 
under the age of 4. 

Daily seMoe Co and fmm dawnt~vrn 
Monlreal wiîh stops at the City Temiinal 
and the Voyageur Bus Terminal. 

La Qu6becaise operates a bus semica 
frwn Mirabet to Quebec City on a daiiy 
bask. 

Voyageur operates a bus s a ~ k e  tmîween 
Mirabel and O M S  Voyagaur Temiinal. 

Public Tmsit MüCTC operates a mute which serves Dorval 
Airport. This route conneds ths airport Io h 
cornmuter rail systtm et DaFvel Staüm. 

NIA 

Cw~shutlleservicedwedbyhotetsintba 
vicinity af the airport. 

Limousine Avaiiable. AuailaMe. 

' Sine  1996. 

Since 1995. 

' ltinerary descnbed is for 1993. 



The fl ight activity of an airport is a key factor in its ground access trip produdion and attraction. 

Flight activity varies depending on the flight sedor (domestic, transborder or international). and 

on whether it is a departure or an amval. Domestic and transborder air traffic usually have 

similar departing and aniving flight schedules spread throughout the day whereas international 

flights tend to leave in the evening and amve in the aftemoon. There is also a vanation in the 

frequency of flights. FIigMs to domestic and transborder destinations usuaily depart and amve 

daily, while some international flights depart and am've only once a week. 

The temporal distribution of aircraft movements for both Dorval and Mirabel Airports is show in 

Figure 1.3. Domestic and transborder movernents are grouped together in this graph. It can be 

obsenred that the peak hour of activity at Dorval for both arrivals and departures is 5:00 pm., 

while for Mirabel it is 4:OOp.m.. 

The peak period of activity for each flight sedor can be observeci in Figures f .4 and 1.5. These 

graphs show the distribution of departing and aniving fiights for each of the three ffight sectors. 

Flight activity in the domestic sector exhibits three peak periods for f i  ight departures (7:OO a-m., 

1 :O0 p.m. and 5:00 - 7:00 p.m.) and two peak periods for f ight amvals (8:OO am.  and 5:00 p.m.). 

Transborder departing fiights also exhibit a diumal peak period aithough Iess prominent than 

domestic flight adivity, with a signifiant drop in flight activity affer the evening peak- The peak 

periods for transborder departing fiights are 6:00 - 10:00 a.m. and 3:00 - 6:00 p.m.. Transborder 

amving flights peak at 1200 p.m., 4:00 p.m. and 10:OQp.m.. The peak period for international 

departing fiights is 7:OO-8:00 p.m. mile for amving flights it is 3:Oû-5100 pm.. 



Figure 1.3: Distribution of Aircraft Movements at Montreal's Airportr (ADM, 19936) 

F igum 1.4: Distribution of Departing Flighb (ADM, 19936) 

Figure 1.5: Distribution of Arriving Flights (ADM, 19936) 



The previous sections have focused on the supply side of a ground access system. The ensuing 

sections will examine the demand side of a ground access system which allows the 

transportation analyst to characterixe the trips made by the airpart tripmaking population and 

therefore to understand the mobility needs of each category of tripmaker. 

1.7.1 Airport Population 

Air passengers arriving and departing from a given city's airport form only a portion of the airport 

population. Passenger wetl-wishers, visitors. airport employees and service suppliers are the 

other users of the ground transportation system to an airport. Table 1.4 presents the proportion 

of each subpopulation type at selected airports. 

Each group has its own tripmaking behaviour which means that their needs for the access 

system are different as well. The diagram in Figure 1.6 illustrates the different combinations of 

airport-ended trips for each segment of the population. Departing and aniving passengers have 

open-ended trips; they do not make return trips on the same day they depart or arrive. Well- 

wishers, greeters, visitors and workers al1 have pendular-type trip Rineraries; their trip chains 

include trips to and from the airport. The well-wisher's trip chain also depends on whether or not 

the air passenger is a member of the well-wisher's household. The same is tnie for passenger 

greeters. Further, the well-wisher trip chains illustrated in Figure 1.6 are also valid for people 

who accompany non-passengers such as workers. Visitors can have trip chains similar to well- 

wishers or greeters, however they do not interact with the passengers. The trip chain for senrice 

suppliers is considered typical of urban goods movement trip itineraries. 
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Figure 1.6: Tripmaking Behaviour of an Airport Population 
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Air travellers are stratifieci according to their air trip purpose - business or leisure, The level of 

business air travel activity is influenced by the ewnomic activity of the region served by the 

airport as well as by the investment and trade adivity between two regions. Recreational air 

travel, on the other hand, is influenced by the amount of disposable incorne per capita of the city 

of ongin- Business air travel demand is inelastic; the cost of air travel and ground access to the 

airport have little or no effect on the demand for air travel. Recreational air travel, on the other 

hand, is elastic. Recreational air travellers are sensitive to the cost of air travel and ground 

access. This difference is reflected in their travef behaviour both in the air and on ground 

(KANAFANI 1983). 

Table 1.4: Proportion of Passengers, Workers, Wsitors and Senders/Gmeters at Selected Airports 
(INSTITUTE OF AIR TRANS~RT SURVN (1 979) in ASHFORD and WRK;HT (1 992)) 



1.7.2 Sociodernographic Characteriration of the Greater Montreal Area 
Population 

The tenitory under study in this research analysis is the Census MetmpoIitan Area of the Greater 

Montreal Area (GMA) as defined by Staüstics Canada. The GMA accounts for a population of 

2.9 million residents from over 100 rnunicipalities which inciude: the 29 municipalities of the 

Montreal Urban Community, the City of Laval, and the municipalities of Montreal's North and 

South Shores. These rnunicipaliües are aggregated into a system of 66 municipat sectors as 

defined by the MUCTC in 1987. These sectorç can be further aggregated into 10 zones: 

Downtown Montreal, MUC-Centre, MUC-East, MUGWest, MUGSW, lmmediate South Shore, 

Laval, North Shore, South Shore and Other (Figure 1.7). 

Sixty-eight percent (68%) of the GMA population reside in the suburban comrnunities of: the 

MUC-West, the MUGEast, the Immediate South Shore, Laval, the North and South Shores, and 

Vaudreuil. AnaIysis of the sociodemographic characteristics of this part of the population 

revealed that suburban households were larger (2.73 perçonslhhtd), younger (33.7 years old), 

wealthier ($47,û63/tihid), and possessed more than one automobile per household (1.39 

automobilesihhtd), than the central MUC area (Table 1.5). 

High average household income and car possession are said to be indicatot-s of increased 

mobility. In the case of air travel, inwme is one of the explanatory variables of personal air 

travel demand. Therefore, it can be expeded that the residents of the suburban comrnunities will 

m a t e  a higher demand for air travel. lt can also be expected that muniple automobile 

households will choose the automobile over public modes to travel to either airport. 
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Figure 1.7: Greater Montreal Area (MADITUC) 
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Table1 .S: Saciodemographic C haraderistics of GMA Residents 

Zone Pow!aüon Population HHLD' Paso& HHUI No.Carsî Average % F' 
~ensity' HHLD ~ncume' HHLO' Age 

Oltrt!f(Vrudnwrifl 84503 99.16 30036 2.81 $49,129 1.42 339 0.51 

Slaüstics Canada (1 991 ) 

A transportation analyst must select an analysis approach that corresponds to the issue being 

studied and makes the best use of the available data. 

1.8.1 The Aggregate Approach 

The classical transportation planning appmach, first developed in the 1950s. consists of a series 

of four individual modelling steps: 

Trip generation models detemine the number of trips pmduced and attracted by each zone 

based on socioeconomic and land-use information. 

Trip distribution rnodels determine origin-desîination flows by linking trip productions and 

attractions in the first step. 



rn Modal split rnodels detemine the percentage of trips that wilt use given modes (car, transit. 

etc.). 

rn Trip assignrnent assigns a route for al1 origin-destination flows. for each mode on the 

respective transportation networks (highway, transit, ...). 

The result of this sequential process is a series of Iink ffows for each defined mode. 

Aggregate transportation planning and analysis approaches rely on three principal elernents: an 

analytical transportation network on which vehicles operate (highway, transit. rnuitirnodal), a 

systern of zones into which the tenitory under study is divided into. and trip information stored in 

an oflgin-destination matrix. All sociodernographic as well as land-use information is aggregated 

in the form of zonal averages for each respective zone. 

Cornputer-based transportation planning rnodels that are based on the classical. aggregate 

approach include: UTPS (Urban TransparZation Planning Systern), EMME (Equilibre Munimodal, 

Multimodal Equilibrium) and subsequently its updated version EMME12. and QRS Il (Quick 

Response Systern). AIso included are rnodels specializing in transit network planning such as 

NOPTS (Network OPtirnization of Transit Systerns) and TERESE, as well as rnodels that 

specialized in highway network planning, such as the DAVIS model. 

Aggregate transportation rnodels have been the subject of much criticisrn by transportation 

planners over the past 20 years. At issue is the accuracy of the obtained results, the stmdure of 

the model as well as the purpose of rnodelling. The most cornmon criticisrn of aggregate rnodels 

is that the resulting rnodel interprets the tripmaking behaviour of the average individual of each 

zone, and does not take into account the possible variation within the zone. Further discussion 

on the shortcomings of aggregate models can be found in ATIUNS (1 986). 



Despite much criticism of the aggregate appmach by transportation planners, this appmach is 

still used today by transportation planners. pmbably due to, as SUPERNAK' (1982. IN ATKINS, 

1986) hypothesizes, to the reludanœ of planners to use a new aitemative which either may not 

be better than the old one, or is too cornplex or requires a large amount of data. Nevertheless, 

the classical aggregate approach can still help the transportation analyst to fully apprehend the 

substantive challenges of transportation issues, as well as the methodological challenges 

transportation planners are faced wiîh. 

1.8.2 The Disaggregate Approach 

In response to the criticism of aggregate models, a new series of behavioural models were 

developed in the 1970s. Unlike aggregate models, the basic analysis unit in the disaggregate 

appmach is the individual. Choice models are not tied to any pariicular zone stmdure, making 

them theoretically transferable from one city to another. The premise of this type of mode1 is one 

of utility maximization for a given type of tripmaker. A peson will s e l a  an aitemative from 

among a set of independent alternatives, from which he can derive the most benefd, or uülity. 

The most wmmon application of choice models to transporiation planning has been modal 

choice modelling (MEYER AND MILLER, 1984). Most of the development of these models can be 

attributed to WARNER, BEN-AKJVA and MACFADOEN (BONNEL ET AL., 1994). 

The multinomial logif, the probit and the dogit models are al1 examples of disaggregate modal 

choice models. These models detemine the probability that a tripmaker wifl select a given 

mode based on a series of utility fundions for each available mode. 

' Supemak, J. (1982). TmnsportaEkn Moâeiling: Lessons frm the pest and tasks for ihe Mure'. PTRC Annuai 
Conference. 



As mentioned. planners were reludant to use these new generation rnodels due to their 

mathematically-intensive and theoretical nature (HARTGEN', 1983 in ATKINS, 1986). Furthemore 

S U P E R N A K ( ~ ~ ~ ~  in A T K I N S , ~ ~ ~ ~ )  also noted that new generation d i m t e  mode choice rnodels 

exhibii weaknesses in the areas of spatial transferability and forecasting ability. 

1 A 3  The Totally Disaggregate Approach 

The totally disaggregate approach to transportation planning analysis is an alternative to 

aggregate and disaggregate rnodels previously developed and used. This approach does not 

totally reject the classical sequential approach; instead it offers a better definition of certain 

elements. The notion of 'disaggregate" refers to the systematic pmcessing of individual. trip 

related information, as well as to the level of refinement of territorial or zona1 divisions to the 

point of nonexistence. 

The totally disaggregate approach ernbodied in the MADITUC system, created and developed by 

Profesor Robert CHAPLEAU of the École Polytechnique de Monfréai, replaces the notion of 

modelling with that of an information system (CHAPLEAU, 1995). The çornponents of such an 

information system include the following: 

1. Technical Professionais. Their rote is to provide the decision-maker with the 

relevant technical knowiedge for the transportatian issue at hand. Their expertise is 

based on the manipulation of planning instruments and on the validation and 

interpretation of data. 

' Hartgen. D.T. (1983). ExecutRre Surnrnary. Tmei Analysis Methods for the 1980s. Transportabon Research Board Specl 
Report 201, P P . ~  



2. Methods and Procedures, A sen'es of technical methods and analysis procedures 

specifimlly related to the transportation issues and planning scope of the problem at 

hand. 

3. A Cornputer System. The system must be able to support both processing, 

analysis, presentation and diffusion of transportation data. 

4. Software. Both genen'c and application software are required to provide a 

navigational interface for the processing and analysis of the databases as well as for 

the presentation of results, occasionally in original and creative ways. 

5. Relational databases. These databases contain information on the study temoty, 

the transportation networks and the demand, which is defined by socioeconomic, 

demographic and geornatic data. 

For an information systern to be 'coherent and integrated' (CHAPLEAU, 1995) the structure of 

the data must be compatible with that of other sources of data such as, census data. so that 

additional sociodemographic explanatory variables can be used in the transportation planning 

analysis. 

The totally disaggregate appmach was originally applied to the analysis of urban transit network 

trips. The innovation of the MADITUC system replaces the traditional aggregate planning 

sequence of O-D bip matrix - simulaoon - ne2wofk flows, with a series of data operators or 

modules which enrich the O-D trip database. These data operators are: 

1. Validation. This operator filters out implausible spatial information or connedivity of 

the subsequent trip chain, and transforms declared infomation into stnictured data 

records. 

2. Access. This module detemines the most likely entry and exit points from the 

networlc given the trip origin and destination. 



3. Path. The path calculation operator uses an impedance fundion that fadors fares, 

penalties, waiting time, walking, multiple transit systems and mode of transportation. 

4. Load (Assignrnent): This module reassigns fiows across the network after the fad. 

5. Selection and Extraction. These procedures enable the decomposition of data in 

the analysis. 

Figure 1.8 illustrates the difference between the aggregate approach and the totally disaggregate 

approach. Contrary to the aggregate approach which is limited to detenining not much more 

than link flows, the totally disaggregate approach permits the individual treatment of trips as well 

as the anafysis of network elements such as the usage of routes, links and nodes. 

The continued research and development efforts of the Groupe MADITUC at the École 

Polytechnique de Montréal have pmduced a second software system, ~ ~ ~ ( S t r a t ) ?  This system 

applies the totally disaggregate approach to planning and analysis of urban goods rnovernent 

planning on a road networir. It possesses the ability to anaIyze the movernents generated by a 

multifaceted demand (e.g., multiprodud, muitinetwork and multimodal). 

The MADITUGWD(S~~~~)~ environment uses the concept of object-onented modeling in its 

simulations and subsequent demand analyses. This type of  modeling approach uses the notion 

of objects such as persons, trips or households, as entities with their own set of attributes, and 

are considered as distinct elements of a rnadeling systern, which are defined by the 

interrelationships within the system. Two types of objecl can be created from an G D  suwey 

data base: O bjed-entities and point-entities. 
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Object-entities are entities created by applying logic to a person's trip chain. For example, a 

status Gan be attributed to a tripmaker bas4 on his declared activities as defined by the trip 

purpose, and on the duration of each activity. 

Poinf-enfities are entities created by the juxtaposition of trip destinations with trip purpose. 

For example, a place of employment is determined by relating the declared destination with a 

work trip purpose. 



Further, by relating objed-entities to point-entities, two analyses are possible. The first is the 

analysis of each type of object-entity at each point-enti. The second is the analysis of the 

number of trips with a destination at a given point-enti, for each trip purpose and mode 

(CHAPLEAU, 1993). The diagram in Figure 1.9 illustrates the reorganization of the data structure 

for an GD suwey trip database, such as that of the Montreal Urban Community Transit 

Corporation's (MUCTC) regional O-D suwey. so that the data Gan be used for MADITUC's 

Object-Oriented Modelling (MOOM). 

The totally disaggregate approach is the selected appmach for this analysis of airport ground 

accesç trips because of its ability to retain al1 the information for a given trip throughout al1 data 

operations. This type of modelling approach uses the notion of otijedç such as persons, trips or 

households as entities with their own set of attributes, and are considemi distinct elernents of a 

modelling system affeded by interrelationships mthin the system. 
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Figure 1.9: Architecture of Data Used for MADITUC'S Object-Oriented Modelling (CHAPLEAU, 1995; 

CHAREAU, 1993) 



This chapter presented the concepts essential to understanding the potential problems 

associatel with airport ground access trips. Both the supply side of ground access systems and 

the demand for gmund access were described setting the context for the analysis of ground 

accesç trips for the two Montreal International Airports. 

In summary, airport tripmakers, particulariy air passengers. are sensitive to ground transportation 

delays due to the high cost associateci with the possibility of a mi& flight. Furthemore, the 

geographical distribution of airport trip ends depends on the structure and size of the 

metropolitan area, the location of the airport with respect to the CBD or other major activity 

centres, the economic, pulitical and cuftural importance of the city, and the proportion of 

nonresidents among the airport tripmaking population. Passengers usually travel with baggage, 

which is an added burden to the trip. The mugi-jurisdidion of the airport access system and of 

airport requires the collaboration behveen different tevels of govemment and other authoritative 

organizations. 

A review of the literature revealed that in general, automobile-based modes are popular access 

modes in North Arnerica. Mass transit afternatives are not çeleded due pnncipally to increased 

access time and the burden of luggage. 

An overview of the existing analysis approaches was presented along with a discussion of their 

strengths and weaknesses. The totally disaggregate approach was introduced as the selected 

approach for this research analysis of ground access trips for its abiliîy to identify and analyze 

different classes of airport tripmakers, while retaining al1 individual information throughout ail 

data operations. 



CHAPTER TWO 

While regional origindestination (O-D) sunreys are useful for defining and desctibing the 

mobility of a regional population, they are limited in their abiiiiy to characterize the ability needs 

of airport users. given the proportion of nonresidents among airport users. For this reason. site- 

specific airport users 0-D surveys are wnducted for use in airport systems planning or analysis. 

Nevertheles, it is important to use data from a regional survey such as the one wnducted by 

the MUCTC to analyze the characteristics of airport trips and tripmakers to the extent that is 

possible since the totally disaggregate appmach and the MADITUC rnodelling system were 

developed using MUCTC 0-D survey data. Analyzing an extracted data subset of the MUCTC 

0-D sunrey data provides insight to the data structure necessary for analysis using the totally 

disaggregate approach. 

Therefore, two sets of data were used to analyze airport gmund access trips for Montreal's 

International Airports at Dorval and Mirabel. The first set wnsisted of data taken fmm the Modal 

Choice and û-D S u ~ e y  conducted for Les Ahports de Montréal (ADM) by Dessau Inc. in June 

1993. The second set is a subset of data extracted from the MUCTGMTQ regional 0-D Suwey 

wnducted in the fall of 1993. 

The methodology used to process and analyze airpoit access trips consisted of the steps shown 

in Figure 2.1. First, data records were examined for anomalies and a decision was made 

whether to correct or reject the record. Expansion factors were then calculated for ADM trips 

based on the population of each type of airport tripmaker, flight sector and passenger air trip 



purpose. The data was then cornpileci and used to describe the profile of the typical passenger 

and passenger greeter airport access trip. The MUCTGMTQ data was used to provide a 

supplementary analysis of passenger greeten to that obtained using the ADM data. 

This chapter begins with a review of the rnethodological elements of a transportation survey. 

The methodology of the ADM O-D Survey is reviewed and cornpared with that of the MUCTC- 

MTQ O-D Survey to identify the stmng points and weaknesses of each in charaderking airport 

trips. Next, the data stnidure of the two data sets are wmpared to identify the required type of 

pmceçsing (batch or interadive). The data validation and corteciion procedures used for both 

sets of data and development of expansion fadors for the ADM databases is then presented, 

followed by a description of the variables derived for each data set. Classification of the trips to 

be further analyzed in Chapter 3 and a discussion on the statistical significance of these samples 

concludes this chapter. 
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Figure 2.1 : Methodology of Analysis 



The survey methodology of both the ADM airport user O-D Survey and the MUCTC 0-D Suwey 

follow the standard procedure as outiined in Figure 2.2. First, the objective and focus of the data 

collection effort must be defined and the type of data required must be identifieci. These fadors 

influence the sample sire and the sampling and surveying mettiods. Once the study has k e n  

designecl, the sampling technique is pretested to identify areas that require im provernent before 

the adual survey. During the data gathering phase, quality control measures confirm that the 

data is collecteci in a unifom manner, and that it is valid. These measures also reduce the risk 

of any bias on the part of the surveyoE during the data gathering interviews. Collected data is 

then encodeci, transferred to a computer database and checked for inwnsistencies. Once 

validated, the database is ready for compilation and analysis. 

Air passenger surveys have been held pen'odicafly at Dorval and Mirabel Airports over the past 

twenty years (TRANSPORT CANADA, 1976, 1983; ADM, 1990, 1993). The objectives of these 

surveys were, for the most paR, to update existing databases of passenger charactenstics. In 

addition to information on the passenger's air trip, airport user suweys gather information on the 

ground trip that can be used to analyze airport ground access trips. 

The two most recent airport user G D  Surveys conduded at Dorval and Mirabel International 

Airports, held in 1990 and 1993, follow the same methodology. A few changes however, were 

made to the survey in 1993. First, the 1993 survey population was expanded to include arriving 

passengers, passenger greeters and airport employees; the 1990 survey only inciuded departing 
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Figure 2.2: Methodological Components of a Transportation Survey 



passengers. Second, the 1993 survey took place during the month of June, as opposed to 

February in 1993. Third. trip purpose calibration interviews were only conducted at Dorval 

Airport in 1993, since international business passengers were considered l e s  likely to refuse 

k i n g  intewiewed than domestic or transborder business passengers. Finally, the 

geocodificaüon of the ground trip origins and destinations was undertaken by the Groupe 

MADIlUC of École Poiytechnique de Monfréal. The trip ongins and destinations were attributed 

x-y coordinates in the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinate *stem, and were also 

classified according to the 66 municipal district system defined by the MUCTC for the 1987 O-D 

Survey. 

The characteristics of each survey as well as the technology used for pmcessing the collected 

data are summarized in Table 2.1. 



Table 2.1: Summary of Airport User Suweys Conducted in 1990 and 1993 (ADM (1990), DESSAU 
(1 993)) 

1990 Objective: Update mihble data on air passenger Data eritry and verificatiori wing 
charadensticç. 

DATA ENTRY soffware; 

Popfation: Departing p;isçengem - YUL and YMX SPSS-PC s&tistical software 

Survey Period: Febnmry 20 - Marc91 3,1990 

Origin-ûesünaüon and modal choice of MADITUC geacoding; 
airport ernployees and air passengers 

r Use of 66 municipal districts 

Population: Oeparting and arriving passengers, Manual data entry; 
passenger greeters, airport employees 

r Spreadsheet and tabulation 
~omestic' : 28 330 analysis 

Employees: 15 ï94 

Transborder: 1324 (7.0%) 

SUT Pend: J u ~  1 - 12.1993- 

' Population of paçsengerr during survey period oùtained from calibration interviews 



2.3 SURVEV METHODOLOGY OF THE 1993 O-D AND MODAL CHOICE SURVEY OF 
PASSENGERS AND EMPLOYEES 

2.3.1 Survey Objective 

The principal objective of this data collection exercise was to obtain infomation on the gmund 

travel behavior of amving and departing air passengers, and passenger greeters originating frorn 

or teminating at either Dorval or Mirabel International Airports (DESSAU, 1993). ln particular, the 

data requirements sougM to identify the modal choice of passengers and greeters to travel to or 

from the airport, as well as establish an ongin-destination matrix based on the systern of 66 

municipal sedors established by the MUCTC for their 1987 0-0 Suwey. 

2.3.2 Design of Survey 

The direct intewiew was the seleded method for sunreying passengers and greeters using a 

questionnaire. Required samples sizes were established as k i n g  400 to 450 interviews for both 

aniving and departing passengers and 200 to 250 interviews for passenger greeters for each 

fl ight sector. For airport employees, self-administered mail-back questionnaires were randomly 

sent to 1890 of 15794 ernployees. The questionnaires and samples size ranges were 

established by ADM, and were denved from previous 0-0 surveys. 

Three types of questionnaires were created; one for each of the three target groups with some 

cornmon information sought fmm al1 three gmups. This infomation is sumrnarized in Figure 2.3. 



Figure 2.3: Content of Airport 0-0- Survey Questionnaires 

2.3.3 Personnel 

The survey personnel wnsisted of fifteen surveyors separated into two teams. A supervisor 

monitared surveyors to ensure that no bias was incorporated into the suwey. Additional staff 

were also required to enter the callected data to a computer and validate the data. 

2.3.4 Data Collection 

The O-D survey took place during a two week period in June 1993. Interviews occurred 

everyday except Sunday. Each flight sector was surveyed for two non-consecutive days each 

week during this survey period. Suweyors were positioned in the departufes waiting lounge to 

interview departing passengers and in the baggage daim area to interview departing and amving 

passengers. Greeters were questioned in the waiting area for each flight sector. 



At the same time as the 0-D survey, tn'p purpose calibration interviews were conduded to 

determine the tnie proportion of business passengers among the passenger population, since 

business passengers are frequently undemepresented. One in every tenth passenger that 

entered the suwey zone was asked the purpose of their air trip. 

2.3.5 Processing 

The information collectecl fmrn the questionnaires, was transferred to cornputer and the end of 

each day and validated to maintain a certain level of consistency in the collected data, Three 

databases were created: one for departing passengers, one for amving passengers and a third 

for passenger greeters. 

Once validated, the databases were transferred to the Groupe MADl W C  at &de Polytechnique 

for the geographic coding of residence and trip origin or destination of the ground trip to or from 

the airport. Each record was classified according to region and district as well as attributed an 

x-y coordinate pair (UTM system) using the availabie spatial information. Only residences and 

trip ongins/destinations within the Greater Montreal Area were attributed an x-y coordinate pair. 

Figure 2.4 surnmarizes the steps involved in the pmcessing of the survey data. 

The number of records remaining in each database after the processing of is presented in Table 

2.2. These processeci databases are used as the stafting point of this analysis of airport access 

trips. The databases were again subjected to a validation and correction procedure as part of 

the methodology of this study to ascertain that no irregulanties were stifl present. 



Figure 2.4: Processing of Airport 0-0 Survey Data 

Table 2.2: ADM Data Sample Sizes  (DESSAU, 1993) 

Remaining 61 9 609 487 1715 

Awtvah Required 400-450 400-450 400-450 12m - 1350 



2.4 COMPARISON BETWEEN THE ADM AND MUCTC O-D SURMVS 

Certain aspeds of the two G D  survey methodologies and data strictures induding the notion of 

a trip are worth comparing to identify the strong points of each data colledion effort and the 

resuiting data. 

24.1 Survey Methodology 

The MUCTC 0-0 Survey is an important source of data for transportation planners interestecl in 

the mobility needs and tripmaking behaviour of the Greater Montreal Area (GMA). The survey 

has been linked to the MADITUC syçtem since 1982, when it was used as a codification tool (see 

Table 2.3). It is now an integral part of the data collection, pmcessing and analysis steps of the 

survey with the development of spatial equivalency databases, and data capture and validation 

programs. In 1987, with the decision to adopt postal codes for spatial-referencing of trip origins 

and destinations in lieu of zones, analysis of specific generators with in the GMA, using the G D  

survey data. became a reality. 

The MUCTC 0-0 survey has an established methodology. Consistency in survey methodology 

facilaates the transferability - spatial or temporal - of transportaüon demand rnodels as well as 

the analysis of the evoluüon of mobility. Few important technological and methodological 

changes have been made, however the essence of the survey has remaineci the sarne. The 

survey method has been the telephone personal interview since 1970. using the same 

questionnaire as the interviewhg tool. Data collection occurs between the months of September 

to October, when the population is most likely to conduct regular-adivity-genefateâ trips. 

However, as confirmeci by Table 2.4, the extracted data sample from the MUCTGMTQ G D  

wrvey data is not representative of airport-bound trips since only 0.5% of the total number of 



surveyed trips were airport trips. This number include trips made by ail types of airport 

tripmakers: passengen, accompanien or greeters. ernployees or othen. This is the major limit 

of the use of the MUCTC sunrey data in analyzing airport ground access trips to Dorval and 

Mirabel Airports. 

A limit of the airport 0-D survey is the fact that the suwey is valid only for the point-in-time in 

which the data colledion took place. The change in the survey period from Febnrary to June 

changes the frarne of reference and therefore prevents an accurate analysis of the evolution of 

the ground access tripmaking behaviour to be cam'ed out. 

Further, as a result of the decision not to wnduct calibration interviews at Mirabel airport, the 

control volume was not known and therefore the representability of the subsample of 

international passengers coold not be diredly detemined. Similarly, the lack of control volumes 

for passenger greeters presents the sarne problem for this type of airport tripmaker. 



Table 2.3: Evolution of MUCTC 0-0 Suwey, 19744993 (CHAPEAU ET L, 1996) 

1974 Asea: 2331km2 O IBM360 Mode150 O Transit network analysis; 

Population: 2 824 000 O COBOL programming 0 Suûway ex!ension pro-. 

Sampling Rate: 4.78% In-house staüstical program 

Sunreyed H ~ h o l d s :  43 000 O TRANSCOM Model 

Surveyed Trips: 265 000 

1978 Area: 2331 km2 O IBM Mainframe; Transit network analyçis; 

Population: 2954000 Tmimlôatavali~on; Networkçimufation. 

Sampiing Rate: 5.31% TRANSCOM Model; 

Surveyed Hwsehdds: 50 000 O UT PS M W .  

Surveye!d Trips: 305000 

1902' Area: 3341 km2 Hwsehold precoding with postal 0 Neîvuork anaîysis; 

Popuiaüon: 2 895 000 code; Market anaiysis; 

Sampiing Rate: 6.98% SAS and SPSS p-ng; User sociodemographic 

sur- flous-b: 75 000 MADITUC mdificath. a d y ;  

Surveyed Trips: 492 000 N ~ s i m u m o n .  

1987 A m :  3350 km2 . AT micmcomputer g e o c o d i n  Sociodemagraphic anatyçiç; 

Population: 2900000 and m i i i n ;  Network simulation and 

Sampiing Rate: 5.0% SAS and PC -ng; analysis; 

su- H-W: 54 000 MAOlTUC on mainframe. Transit financing studies. 

Surveyed Trips: 338 000 
- - 

1993' A m :  3500 km2 Fullycomputerked sunrey; Transit financing, analysis 

Population: 3263000 GIS-Tcodification; and sirnuiaiion; 

Sampling Rate: 4.7% M i i m p u t e r :  FoxPro, Sociodemographic studies; 

Surveyed Househlds: 61 000 AutoCAD, MADITUC. Muitimedia data 

350000 
disseminaticm. 

Sunreyed Trips: 

in conjunction with the Quebec Minidry of Trampon 



Table 2.4: Cornparison of Suwey Mettiodofogy - ADM and MUCTC 

ELEMENT ADM MUCTC 
- - - -- - - 

OBJECTM: Modal choice of ground trips, and an 0-0 matmc To obtain information on the mobility needç 
based on the 1987 MUCTC ô6 municipal sector of the population within the GMA. 
territorial d i o r i s .  

STUDY POWLATIOIJ: Depading and anMng passengerç. passenger Population of aie GMA. 
mete= (~P(oyees)- 

STUoY AREA: Oorval and Mfrabei Intem-1 Airports Greater Montreal Area. T- 
munia'paiii added to the survey territory in 

Greater Montreal Area as per 1987 MUCTC 66 ,993. 
municiml -or temitorial divisions. 

3350km2 
Surface a m :  3 5 W h 2  

Surface area: 

SAMPLE S E  f'assengerç: 3 428 su+ trips Total sampie: 350 000 sunreyed trips. 

Greeters: 46S sunreyed trips 6dmcted sampie: 1 782 sunreyed trips 

Emptuyees: 91 2 survey-ed trips 

FRKXIENCY Every 3+ years, exact period vades from survey Every 44 yean, between the months of 
to çurvey. Septernber to December. 

PROCESSING: Manual data entry, coding and Midation of data. Direct data entry of su- data. 

Geocoding of trip Migins and d m  AutMnatic and interactive codification and 
validation using amputer programs. 

2.4.2 Data Structure 

The sampling unii for the MUCTC O-D suivey is the household. For each' person in the 

surveyed household, the charaderistics of al1 trips conduded the previous day are gathered; 

each trip is recorded separately. As Figure 2.5 shows, each record in the O-D survey trip file is a 

vector wntaining information on the household (number of persons per household, number of 

automobiles per household), sociodemographic chamderistics of the person (age, gender), trip 

charaderistics (on'g in, destination, trip purpose, mode, transit Iines ta ken (path), time of 

depanure) and database indices which permit each record to be traced back to the main trip file. 

Each record represents one trip mnducted by one member of a household. 



On the other hand, the sampling unit for the ADM O-D survey is the person which is either a 

passenger or a greeter. Each record may represent more than one trip since passengers or 

greeters can travel with accompaniers. No information however is available on the 

accompanying persan. Furthemore, passenger airport trips wnsist of onfy a trip to or from the 

airport, mi le greeter airport trips indude both. Unlike the MUCTC suwey data where each trip is 

rewrded separately, information on both trips is induded in the same record, This implies that 

greeters trips must be split up to represent N o  separate trips. 

The analysis unit of both surveys however, is the trip. There are different ways to compile trips 

and they differ for each suwey. Trips can be compiled either as person-trips or mode-trips. A 

person-trip is one made by an individual for a specific purpose between an origin and 

destination; the nurnber of modes used Qo cornplete a person-trip is irrefevant. A mode-trip is a 

trip made using one of many possible submodes to cornplete a person-trip. If an individual 

conducts a muitimodal trip using the bus, train and subway, this would count as three mode-trips 

Mi le  it would only count as one person-trip. To prevent muitiple counting of a single, muttirnodal 

trip a modal prionty system is used. Mode-trips are usually preferred over person-trips since the 

wmplete usage of each mode is known and allows for the estimation of the number of users per 

mode, the nurnber of transfers, and a more complete modal split (CHAPLEAU, R., LAVIGUEUR, P., 

1989). 

When the trip purpose is also considered, survey data can be wmpiled into two other categories: 

1) unidiredional trips, or 2) 24-hour trips. Unidirectional trips are principal activity trips - trips 

conduded for adivities such as work, school, shopping, recreation, etc.. In this category rieturn 

trips to the individual's home are not included since R is argued that most people retum to their 

homes within a 24-hour period. On the other hand, 24-hour trips count al1 trips made by the 



individual, including retum trips home. Unidirectional trips are used to identify trip producers and 

attradors, M i l e  2dhour trips show the tnie mobility of a population. 

In the ADM 0-D survey data samples, airport access trips are unidiredional, person-trips with 

only one mode defined for each person surveyed. In the MUCTC 0-D survey data sample on 

the other hand, the trip data include the sequence of modes taken to complete each trip fmm 

origin to destination. 

Another difference b e t ~ e e ~  the two data sets is the trip purpose itself. While the trip purposes 

for ADM survey trips are charaderistic of air travei-related adivities - business or leisure, there 

are six possible trip purposes for MUCTC survey data trips, al1 of which are characteristic of 

everyday adivities: worlc school, retum, recreation, shopping and other. Therefore, airport 

workers, passengers, accornpaniers and greeters must be identified from the MUCTC data 

sarnple using these trip purposes. 



FIight hfomrtlan 
frlp pu- 
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Figure 2.5: Comparison of Data Structures - ADM and MUCTC Survey Data 



Part of the collected MUCTC trip information includes a description of the transit routes taken to 

carry out a trip - if the peson used any of the avaitable transit modes (MUCTC - bus, metro 

train, STL (Lavai) bus, STRSM (South Shore) bus or CIT bus), However, if private modes are 

used, no path is recorded. Validation of declared transit itinerafies is possible for MUCTC data 

while validation for private modes are not since private modes are not constrained to a pre- 

defined scheduie. Comparison of simulated and declared transit trips can tfierefore be 

campared. No information on the passengef or greetets selected path was collected and 

therefore was not available from the ADM data. 

Lastly, the MUCTC-MTQ data sample consisted predominantly of coded, numeric variables 

including spatial variables, and therefore was well-suiteci for the mechanical processing methods 

such as amputer programs. On the other hand, the greater percentage of character variables in 

the ADM databases, particularly in the description of spatial variables, required more of an 

interactive approach with the data processing. For this reason, Microsoff ExceI was selected as 

the processing tool for the ADM sarnples and FoxPro was selected for the MUCTC data sample. 

Certain irregularities were discovered Mi le  examining the data records. A great effort was made 

to correct and recuperate as many of these recofds as possible, to maintain a level of 

significance due to the small size of the data sarnples. In some cases, however, it was 

necessary to rejed certain records. 



2.5.1 Validation and Correction of ADM Databases 

Two main inwnsistencies were diçcovered in the ADM databases. The fi& was diswvered 

when the calculated time of amval at the airport was compared to the time surveyed for 

departing passengers and greeters. A time of amval at the airport that was inferior to the time of 

the survey was expected to be able to compare the declared and simulated travel times as well 

as to be able to effedively analyze how early departing passengers amve at the airport pn'or to 

their flight. The time of arriva1 at the airport and the difference between the anival and survey 

tirnes were calculated using the following equations: 

where: 

h, = hrdeP + / 1440) 

M = (hr,, - hr,,) '1440 

hr ,  = time of arrivai at the airport; 

hr dap = declared time departed for the airport; 

hr, = time of survey; 

t v = declared travel time (min); 

At = time difference (min); 

A record was eliminated if either the time of departure for the airport or the time of the interview 

was missing, of i f  the difference between the amval and survey tirnes was negative or equal to 

zero (0) minutes. This inconsistency was presenl in 3% (n=52) and 5% (n=25) of the records in 

the DEPARTURES and GREETERS databases respectively. 

The second type of inconsistency concemed the geocoding of trip origins and destinations for 

airport access trips (Figure 2.6). Despite the fact that no trip ongins or destinations located 

outside the GMA were geocoded, it was discovered that an additional 24% of eligible trip records 



in the DEPARNRES database, 38% in the ARRIVALS database and 42% in the GREETERS database 

were not geocoded. Closer examination of these records revealed that when precise spatial 

information such as postal code, address, intersedion or trip generator was invalid, incomplete 

or missing, the trip origin or destination could not be geomâed. 

Using the pmcedure outlined in Figure 2.7, al1 eligible records from the DEPARNRES, ARRIVALS 

and GREETERS databases with missing coordinate pairs were recuperated. Records with no 

spatial information other than the name of the municipality were attributed the coordinates of the 

corresponding municipal sedor centruid. Canada Post's Area Master File for the Province of 

Quebec was used to attribute mardinate pairs for 5%, 1% and 12.5% of the records in the three 

ADM databases wtiich had either valid postal cades or addresses 

2.5.2 Validation and Correction of the MUCTC-MTQ Data Sample 

The principal irregularity discovered in the MUCTC-MTQ survey data set was the lack of 

dedared mode for approximately 2% of the records. Closer examination revealed that these 

trips, ofiginated or teminated at a point extemal to the temtory. As a resuit, they are considered 

as k i ng  air trips and were assigned an indeteminate mode (!NDET-M). 



Figure 2.6: ADM Database Records Witbout Coordinates 
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Figure 2.7: Procedure for Comding Records with No Coordinates 

Expansion factors were required to detemine the weight of each surveyed trip. In other words, 

the expansion factor describes the number of sirnilar trips represented by a given data record. 

The following series of diagrams illustrate the methods used to cafculate the expansion factors 

for each for the three databases. 

The volume of passengers obtained during the calibration interviews were assumed to represent 

the population passengers at Dorval Airport (YUL) during the survey period. Since calibration 

interviews were held only at Wt, Method 1 (Figure 2.8) was used to calculate expansion factors 

for domestic and transborder departures and am'vals only. The total population at the airport 

during the survey pen'od was divided by the number of people interviewed for each trip purpose 

and for each flight sedor. As the table in Figure 2.8 shows, departing leisure travelers in both 



flight sectors were slightly underrepresented by this survey (3%), as were both departing and 

amving domestic business passengers (4%). 

Method 2, shown in Figure 2.9, was used to calculate the expansion factors for international 

departures and amvals. Since no calibration interviews were conducted at Mirabel Airport 

(YMX), the population volume during the survey period was estimated for the reported annual 

volume of enplaned and deplaneci passengers for 1993 (ADM, 1993a). These fadors are 

approximate values only. 

Method 3 (Figure 2.10). was used to calculate expansion factorç for the amving passenger 

greeters. Again. no volume counts were collected from which an estirnate of greeter population 

could be obtained. However, the greeter population could be estimated using variables from 

both the amvals (ACCEUIL) and greeters database (NBACCOMP, NBVOYAGEUR). Sample 

calculations for al1 expansion factors are found in the Appendix. 

Using the expansion factors calculated for each for the three ADM databases, the number of 

airport ground access trips represented by the ADM 0-D survey for the period fmm June 1 to 14, 

1993 are shown in the table below. These values are for both airports, and da not include return 

trips for passenger greeters. Table 2.5 indicates that 28 580 ground trips were made to YUL by 

departing passengers, 20 260 gmund trips were made from YUL by amving passengers and 

7 791 gmund trips were made to YUL by passenger greeters. Further, 14 135, 12 683 and 14 

986 airport ended trips were made to YMX by departing. amving passengers and passenger 

greeters respectively. 



METHOD 1: / Caicuktbn of Expansion Factors 

1 for Domestic and Transborder Oepartures 
I and m a t s  

Figure 2.8: Method 1 - Expansion Factors for YUL Deparhite and Amval Passengem 

Table 2.5: Expanded suwey data - Number of Trips Represented by ADM S u ~ e y  Data 

Business Leisure Business Leisure 8umiess Leisure 

YVL Domesüc 12 470 3880 8960 3OZO 2 958 1098 
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Figure 2.9: Method 2 - Expansion Factors for YMX Departute and Arriva1 Passengers 
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Figure 2.10: Method 3 - Expansion Factors for Passenger Greeters 



The derivation of new variables that reflect an individual's tripmaking behaviour adds a new 

dimension to the analysis of airport access trips. An object-entity such as an airport status is 

derived by analyzing the trip chain links with the airport as a tripend. For ADM data. a 

residential status distinguishes nonresidents from residents in the passenger populati~n, thus 

facilitating the analysis of the differiences in ground access travel behaviour for these groups. In 

addition, a secondary status which considers both residential status and trip purpose allows a 

more detailed analysis. For MUCTGMTQ data, a derived airport status categorizes tripmakers 

as being worlrer, passenger. accompanierlgreeter or other, facilitating the compilation and 

sutsequent extraction of a specific class of trips. 

2.7.1 Derivation of Variables for ADM Databases 

Two objed-entities were derived for the DEPARTURES and ARRIVALS databases: residential status 

(RESSTAT) and passenger sfatus (AIRSTAT). Each passenger was attnbuted a residential status 

based on their declared residence- An individuai was considered a resident of the GMA if his 

residence was Iocated in one of the 65 municipal sectors defined earlier (Figure 1.7). If the 

residence was located out of the region, or if the residence was unhown, then the individual was 

consideted a nonresident. No residential status was derived for greeters since no information 

was colleded on their residence. 

A passenger status was derived using the newly created residential &tus and the passengefs 

air trip purpose (Figure 2.1 1). This allowed the passenger-objeds to be categorized as one of 

the following: resident-business passenger, resident-leisure passenger, nonresident-business 



and nonresident leisure passenger. The derived passenger status also allowed the analysis of 

the typical ground access behaviour for each passenger category. 

PASSSTAT =4 

FZESdDBVTaUSUESS PASSSTAT =1 PASSSTAT = 3 W N E S D E M - S  , 

GS. 1 B  

Figure 2.1 i : Derivation of Passenger Status for ADM Passenger Databases 

2.7.2 Derivation of Variables for MUCTC-MTQ Data Sample 

Each individual in the MUCTC-MTQ 0-D database possesses a status that describes the 

individual's principal activity on a typical weekday (worker, student or other) (CHAPLEAU, 1993). 

To analyze ground access trips, an airport status (AIRSTAT) was attributed to each tn'pmaker. 

This status was derived using the origin or destination of each trip in the trip chain Iink. and the 

tn'p purpose(s). 

Forty six different types of trip chain links were identified based on the number of declared 

airport trips for each person, the origin or destination and the associated trip purpose for each trip 



in the chain. Each digit in the variable TYPEDEPL represents one trip made for the given trip 

purpose. For example, a trip chain fink type of '1 3' means that two airport ended trips were 

made: one work-trip to the airport, and one return-trip to this or her home. The program 

algorithms used to determine the different trip chain types as well as the definition of the 46 

different trip chain types can be found in the Appendix. 

The diagram in Figure 2.12 illustrates how the airport status of tripmakers was deriveci. An 

airpart employee was defined as a tripmaker that travelled to either airport for a work purpose. A 

passenger was defined as a triprnaker whose first or Iast trip within the GMA regions either 

originated or teminatecl ai the airport for either recreational or other trip purposes. Tripmakeris 

who travelled out of the region from the airport using an indeteminate road for work purposes 

were cfassified as passengers; however it is possible that some of these tripmakers are airfine 

employees such as flight attendants or pilots. Passengers were further classified into categories 

of amving, departing or retuming. 

The status of accompanier is a broad classification for tripmakers that travel to the airport with 

either a passenger or a worker from the same household. Further analysis of the relationships 

between airport tripmakers within a household was required to distinguish accornpaniers from 

greeters, and passenger accornpaniers and greeters from other possible types of accompaniers. 

A passenger accompanier was defined as a tflprnaker that travelled to the airport with a 

departing air passenger, a passenger; a passenger greeter either returned with or without an 

amving air passenger (from the same household); and finally, a worker accompanier either 

dropped off or picked up an airport employee from the airport. A person was attributed the status 

of 'othei' if their tripmaking behaviour did not comply with the above categonzation of airport 

tripmakers. 
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Figure 2.12: Derivation of Airport Status for MUCTC-MTQ Observations 



2.8 EXTRACTION OF ACCESS TRIPS FOR FURTHER ANALYSIS 

2.8.1 Airport Trips from the ADM O-D Survey 

The trips that were extracted from the ADM databases are those that originated or terminated 

m i n  the GMA region since these were trips with coordinate pairs - which are required for 

sirnuIation with ~ ~ ~ ( S t r a t ) ~ .  This represented 81% of departing passenger trips, 82% of amving 

passenger trips and 72% of greeter trips as show in Table 2.6. 

Table 2.6: Number of Airport-Ended Ground Trip Represented by ADM Data 

Trips within Trips Mit ol Trips M i n  Trips oui of Trips m i n  f nps oui of 
GMA GMA GMA OMA OMA GMA 

2.8.2 Airport Trips from MUCTC-MTQ 0-0 Survey 

The MUCTC-MTQ data subsample of 16 438 surveyed persons from 14 197 different 

households within the GMA pmduced 32 366 airport-ended trips on the average weekday in 

1993, of which 61% were produceci by airport employees, 12% by passengers, 26% by 

accompaniers and 1% by others (Table 2.7). Since accompanier trips made up the largest 

proportion of airport trips ne>d to airport employees, they were extracted for further analysis. 

Examination of these categories of accompaniers showed that passenger greeter trips - with and 

without passengers, made up the greatest proportion of accompanier trips (90%). Therefore, 



passenger greeter trips were extracted and analyzed independently of the ADM access trips. 

The MUCTC greeter trips could not be directly relateci to ADM passenger greeter trips due to the 

differences discussed above. however general comparisons were still be made. 

Table 2.7: Number of Airport-Ended Trips Represented by MUCTC-MTQ Data (2dhour trips) 

Airport WoMERS PASSENOERS ACCml'WiERS OTHER 

No. Tfiw No. Tripg No. TriW No. Triw 

-- 

Table 2.8: Type of Accompanier Trips to the Airports (MUCTC-MTQ Data) 

Type of W L  YMX T m  

Accompanier 24-hour Trip %  rip ph 2 W r  Trips % ~ r i p s  2440ur ~r ips % ~ n p s  - 455 5% 64 1% 539 6% 
AcrompunIer 

The statistical emr  of each extraded data sample was verified to ascertain that a level of 

statistical significance is maintaineci. This was determined by verifying if the associated error fetl 

within the acceptable Iimits. For this study, a 5% margin of emr  at the 95% confidence interval 

was considered acceptable. 

The number of records remaining in eacli extracted data sample, and the associated precision - 
or relative error associated with each sample are given in Tables 2.9 and 2.10. The relative 



e m r  associated with each of these samples was calculated using the equation below. A 

proportion of 50% (LEVIN, R., 1978) was used as a consetvative estimate of the real occurrence 

of passengen and greeten in the population since the real proportion was not known. 

where r = relative emr, or precision of the sample; 

Zci-coui = Z - statistic for the nomal distribution 

corresponding to the l-cx confidence level; 

a = fraction of area under the normal curve representing events not within 

the confidence level; 

P = the proportion of data in the population; 

n = sample size 

Table 2.9: ADM Suwey Sample Sizes and Enor (DESSAU, 1993) 

Table 2.10: Statistical error of MUCTC-MTQ Data Samples 



The ADM passenger samples have relative e m n  of 5.96% at the 95% confidence lima which is 

reasonably acceptable. Further segmentation of the sam ple will increase the associated error as 

shown in Figure 2.13. If a lower confidence limit is acceptable. then the sample enor will 

decrease, thetefore the segmented sarnpfes may still be statistical representative, however, not 

at the same confidence limit as the mole sample. 

The ADM greeter çample on the other hand, has a relative error of 10.89%. A sample of 1537 

surveyed greeters would have been required to obtain a 5% margin of emr at the 95% 

confidence lirnit. 

The emr associated with the entire MUCTC-MTQ data sample falls within the 5% margin of 

emr at the 95% confidence level- However, the den'ved sample of passengers, accompaniers 

and greeters have errors that exceed those of the ADM data. 

0.10 020 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90 

Proportion of Populaüon, p 

Figure 2.13: Relative Error of Data Samples (Adopted from MEYER AND MILLER (1984)) 



The proposeci rnethodoIogy for the analysis of ground access trips to Montreal's International 

Airports using the totally disaggregate approach embodied in the MADITUC-~~~(~t ra t ) '  system 

was presented in this chapter. 

The methodology consists of four major parts: 1) the examination of the survey methodology 

used to wllect the data, 2) the examination of the data sarnples, 3) the characterization of 

ground açcess trips, and 4) the simulation of ground access trips using the ~ ~ ~ ( ~ t r a t ) ~  systern. 

The exarnination of the ADM O-D survey methodology included a cornparison with the MUCTC 

O-D survey data on two levels: sunrey methodology and data structure. This was done since 

the MUCTC 0-0 survey data was instrumental to the development of the totally disaggregate 

appmach. and to identify the stro~g points of each data collection effort and the resuning data. 

In addition, analysis of the data structure of the data sarnples revealed the processing 

procedures that each data set was required to undergo. 

The examination and pnicessing of data followed a standard procedure. First. each data sample 

was examined for inconsistencies that may have still existed. Two major inconsistencies for the 

ADM databases were discovered: one involved the difference between the caiwlated tirne of 

amval at the airport and the time intervieweci, and the second involved rnissing x-y wordinate 

pairs of trip origins or destinations which are essential for simulating with the ~ ~ ~ ( ~ t r a t ) ~  

system. In the first instance, 3% of the records in the DEPARTURES database and 5% of the 

records from the GREETERS database were eliminated. In the second instance, 25% of 

DEPARTURES, 38% of ARRIVALS and 42% of GREETERS records were recuperated by attributing 



coordinates depending on the spatial information available. In the worst case, the wordinates of 

the municipal sector were attributed to a trip origin or destination. 

Only one inconsistency was found with the MUCTGMTQ extracted sample. A declared mode 

was misçing for 2% of the records which were correcteci by attributing an indeteminate mode to 

each of these records. 

Next, expansion factors were cafwlated for each of the three databases based on estimated 

population of passengers and greeters during the survey period and passenger air trip pumose 

using three different methods. Method 1 was used to calculate expansion factors for domestic 

and transborder passengers using the 'calibration interview' volume wunts as the population for 

the suwey period. Method 2 was used for intemational passengers using an estimate of 

international passenger population obtained from the annual number of passengers handled at 

Mirabel Airport. Method 3 was used for passenger greeters, using an estimate of the greeter 

population derived from both the amvals and greeters database. These expansion factors are 

only estimates and should be treated as such. Therefore the subsequent anaIyses refied the 

travei behaviour of passengers and greeters during the survey period. 

New variables were then derived to add a new dimension to the analysis of airport trips. For 

passengers in the ADM databases, a residential status and a passenger status were derived 

based on the passenger's declared residence and air trip purpose. For the MUCTGMTQ data 

sample. an airport status which identified the equivalent airport tripmaker category, was derived 

from the trip origin or destination of each trip in the person's trip chain link, the type of trip chain 

link and the declared trip purpose. 



Finally, trips were extracted from each of the three ADM databases as well as from the MUCTC- 

MTQ data sample. The criteria used for the ADM databases was that each trip have coordinates 

for both the trip origin and trip destination. which means that only trips within the GMA were 

extracted for further analysis and simulation with ~ ~ ~ ( S t r a t ) ~ .  For the MUCTC-MTQ data 

sample, only potential passenger greeter trips were exiradeci since they represented the greatest 

percentage of trips surveyed by the MUCTC-MTQ 0-D survey. The analysis of MUCTC-MTQ 

trips is supplementary to the analysis of gmund access trip. 

The chapter concluded with an examination of the statistical significance of the extracted 

sample. The emr  associated with the ADM passenger data samples fell within the acceptable 

margin of error (5%) at the 95% confidence interval. The e m r  associated with the ADM greeter 

sample however doubled (10.89%) the tolerable margin of e m r  at the 95% confidence interval. 

Similarly, the emr  associated with the MUCTGMTQ accompanier sample (9.43%) fails within 

the same range as the ADM greeter sarnple. 



CHAPTER THREE 

ANALYSIS OF SURVEY DATA 

This chapter examines and inteprets the resuits of the analysis of airport ground access trips for 

passengew and passenger greeters using the DEPARTURES, ARRIVALS and GREETERS database 

files from the ADM survey database. ln particular, the profile of passengers and greeters and 

the characteristics of passenger and greeter airport a m s s  (and egress) trips are presented in 

this chapter. 

This section examines the reçidential status of departing and amving passengers. The 

residential status of passengers enables the residents to be distinguished from the nonresidents 

and thus a çociodemogfaphical profite can be sketched for the typical air passenger. 

Analysis of the residential status of passengers. as shown in Table 3.1, reveals that Greater 

Montreal (GMA) residents represent 49% of the total passenger population. Among the 

departing passenger population GMA residents were predominant (53%). while nonresidents 

were predominant among arriving passengers (55%). The residence of a small percentage (3%) 

of the departing population was unknown and were wnsidered as nonresidents for the rest of the 

analysis. 



Table 3.1: Residential M u s  of Surveyed Passengers (ADM Data) 

- .  

No. Trips % Ttips No. Trips % Trips No. Trips % Trips 

The number of airport acces trips to and h m  each airport produced by each type of passenger 

is shown in the following table (Table 3.2). Most of GMA resident passengers who depart from or 

amve at Dorval Airport (YUL) were business passengers (30%), while most resident passengers 

departing from or am'ving at Mirabel Airport (YMX) were leisure travellers (38%). Similarly, most 

of nonresident passengers using YUL were business passengers (34%). while nonresident 

passengers using YMX were leisure travellers (26%). 

Table 3.2: Residential Status and Trip Purpose of Passengers (ADM Data) 

Passager-Tvwe YUL YMX 

No. Trip % Trips No. Trips % trips 

Wdani-Burlnsot (iae) 13 081 30% 3730 20% 

3.1.1 Resident Passengers 

The greatest proportion of departing and aniving passengers reside in the MUC-Centre (28%), 

MUGWest (dg%), and the lmmediate South Shore (il%), as shown in Figure 3.1. The MUC 

Centre generates the greatest proportion of both resident-business (RB) and resident-leisure (RL) 

travellers for both departing and amving passengers. The MUGWest and lmmediate South 
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Shore municipalities generate more RB than RL passengers for both departing and aniving 

passengers. 

D. Mtl. MUC- MUC- MUC- MUCSW Imm. Laval North South Other 
Centre East West South Shore Shore 

Shore 

Zone of Resldence 

Figure 3-1: Residence of GMA Resident Passengers 

The sociodemographic data of the three zones presented in Table 3.3, shows that high average 

household incorne households do not necessarïly generate the greatest arnount of resident air 

passengers. MUGCentre resident passengers have a lower average household inwme 

($39,599/h hld) w mpared to the MUGWest and lmrnediate South Shore resident passengers. 

Table 3.3: Sociodemographic Characteristics of Top Three Resident Trip Generating Zones 

MUGCanbm 2.19 S 39.599 0.79 37 .S 0.53 8752 

W W s d  2.72 S 53,948 131 35.3 051 6041 

Imm. SSnom 2.68 S 48.m 1 32 339 0.52 31 89 

Other household charaderistics of the MUC-Centre include a srnall household size (2.19 

personslhhld) and a low nurnber of automobiles per household in contrast to the other two zones. 

Personal characteristics of MUGCentre resident passengers include a high average age (37.5 



yrs) and a greater proportion of fernale residents among the population (53%) atthough ail three 

zones exhibit high proportions of fernales. Therefore çontrary to the hypothesis made in Chapter 

1, zones with high average ttousehold inwme do not generate the greatest number of air trips. 

3.1.2 Nonresident Passengers 

Arnong the nonresident passengers, Figure 3.2 shows that the majority of nonresident-business 

(NRB) passengers reside in Canadian provinces other than Quebec (22%). Quebec residents 

from regions other than the Greater Montreat Area travelled more for business than for Ieisure 

purposes. The majority of nonresident-leisure (NRL) passerigers reside in continents other than 

North Arnerica (1g0r6). The United States is the residence of the greatest overall proportion of 

these passengers (31 %). 

Business passengers predominated among the amving nonresident population from Canada 

(21%) and the United States (17%), while leisure travellers preciominated among the nonresident 

population from other wortd countn'es (19%). 

Quebec Canada Uniled States World Unb~nfun 

Rqion 

Figure 3.2: Residenœ and Trip Purpose of Nonresident Passengers (ADM Data) 



Passenger airport access trips are characterized in ternis of origin and destination, distribution of 

the time of departure, modal choice, wrbside activity and vehicie occupancy. Furthemore, a 

brief analysis for departing passengers on the time difference between time of anival at the 

airport by ground access mode and the time of the passenger's flight was wnducted to 

investigate the possible relationship between preflight waiting time at the airport and ground 

access conditions. 

3.2.1 Last Trip Origin of Departing Passengers 

Passenger access trip origins are shown to be centralized. Domitown Montreal and the MUC- 

Centre together produceci the greatest amount of airport generated trafic for bath airports. The 

distribution of departing passenger access trip origins is shown in Figure 3.3. 

3.2.1.1 Resident Departing Passengers 

The three zones from which the greatest number of resident passenger trips departing Montreal 

via Donral-WL originate are the MUGCentre (12%), the MUGWest (12%). and the lrnmediate 

South Shore (5%). The top three zones from which resident paçsengers departing Montreal frorn 

Mirabel-YMX originate are the MUGCentre (22%), Downtown Montreal (9%) and the MUC-West 

(8%). 



Zone of Origin 

Figure 3.3: Last Trip Oiigin of Departing Pasrengers 

Using the spatial information provided, it is possible to determine the type of activity centre that 

either produceci airportended trips, as presented in Table 3.4. Resident passengers 

predominantly originated from their residence; 85% of RB and 94% of RL departing passengers 

departed for the airport from their residence. For nonresident passengers, 50% of NRS 

passengeris departed from hotels Mile 54% of NRL passengers departed from other types of trip 

generators than hotels. 

Table 3.4: Trip Generatars of Departing Passenger Airport Trips (ADM Data) 



3.2.1.2 Nonresident Departing Passengers 

The top three zones fmrn which nonresident passengen leaving Montreal from Dorval-YUL 

originated in decreasing order were Downtown Montreal (24%). MUCWest (9%) and MUC- 

Centre (6%). Similady, nonresident passengen leaving Montreal from Mirabel-YMX also 

predominantly originated fmm Downtown Montreal (20%). However, the second most popufar 

zone of ongin for nonresident passengers is the MuCCentre (7%) followed by the MUGWest 

(4%). Few nonrasident passengers originated h m  other areas of the Greater Montreal Area. 

3.2.2 First Destination of Amving Passengers 

The distribution of first destinations of passengers aniving in Montreal from YUL and YMX is 

show in Figure 3.4. Again, the centralization of nonresidents in the central area of the Montreal 

region is obsewed. 

3.2.2.1 Resident Aniving Passengers 

For resident passengers retuming to Montreal via WL, the first destination zone was the MUC- 

West (9%), while for those resident passengers retuming via YMX, it was the MUC-Centre 

(19%). Examination of the type of generator that attracted arriving resident passenger trips 

revealed that resident passengers retumed predominantly to their residence than to any other 

point (Table 3.5); 91% of RB and 96% of RL passengers retum to their residence. 



Oestinatîon zone 

Figure 3.4: First Destination of Anlving P-ngem 

Table 3.5: Trip Generators of Aniving Passenger Airport Trips (ADM Data) 

3.2.2.2 Nonresident Amving Passengers 

The first destination of the majority of nomsident passengers amving in Montreal, is Downtown 

Montreal; 40% of nonresident passengers of YUL-amving passengers, and 3946 of YMX-aniving 

nonresident passengers travel to the same area. Most amving nonresident passengers do not 

travel first to hotels wmpared to departing nonresident passengers; onfy 35% of NRB and 33% 

of NRL travel to hotels whereas over 60% of nonresident passengers said that they will travel to 

some other location first. 



3.2.3 Temporal Distribution of Passenger Airport Trips 

The temporal distribution of the time deparhg passengers Ieave for the airport is shown in 

Figure 3.5. Forty percent (9860 trips) of depatting passenger traffic bound for Dorval Airport 

occurred during the regular traffic, moming peak period from 6:OOa.m. to 8.59a.m.. The peak 

hour for WL-bound trips was 6:00 a.m. with a volume of 4371 trips and 4:00 p.m. for YMX- 

bound trips, with a volume of 1954 trips. 
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Figure 3.5: Temporal Distribution of Departing Passenger Ground Trips to Airport 

The temporal distribution of amving passenger egress trips from YUL and YMX is shown in 

Figure 3.6. The peak departure hour from WL was 5:00 pm., and 4:OOp.m. ai YMX. These 

peak periods correspond to the peak amval flight activity at each airport (refer to Figure 1.3). 

Since no time variable other than the time surveyed was avaiiabie for arriving passengers who 

are Ieaving the airport by ground access mode, it was this variable that was used to estirnate the 

time of departure of aniving passengers from the airport teminal. 



I 

Figure 3.6: Temporal Distribution of Amving Passenger Gmund Trips from Airport 

M e n  the temporal distribution, air trÎp purpose and passenger type for departing and arriving air 

passengers are examined the falawing is revealed. (See figures in the Appendix): 

RB, RL and NRL passengers departing from WL. travel to the airport during the morning 

peak period, while NRB pasçengers conduct their trips predominantly dunng the aftemoon 

Peak penod. 

NRB passengers arriving at W L  begin their ground access trips at a consistent rate 

thmughout the day. Resident passengers, however, both business and leisure amve 

predominantly during the aftemoon peak. 

60th business and leisure passengers generally travel during the same time pen'od, whether 

from W L  or YMX. 

a Business passengers predominate at YUL, wtiile leisure passengers predominate at YMX. 



3.2-4 Modal Choice 

Private vehicle modes were most often used by passengers to access and egress both Dorval- 

YUL and Mirabel-YMX Airports. The top three modes used to access Dorval were: 1) 

automobile (49%); 2) taxi (32%). and 3) rental car (10%). While the modal split for the 

automobile is higher for YMX (66%), there was a tendency for passengers travelling to YMX to 

choose public modes such as the autocar shuttle service (1 1%) over the taxi (8%) or rental car 

(6%) modes. The cost of these modes, which are dependent on distance travelled, is an 

important fador in the choice of the airport access mode. Table 3.6 shows that departing and 

amving passengers generally exhibit similsr access modal choice, with minor exceptions, such 

as the preference for private vehicle modes exhibited more frequently by aniving passengers 

travelling from YMX than departing passengers travelling to YMX. 

The following two graphs show the differences in the airport access modal choice for RB, RL, 

NRB and NRL departing (Figure 3.7) and amving (Figure 3.8) passengers. For departing 

passengers the foIlowïng trends were fevealed: first, resident passengers predorninantly used 

the automobile to travel to either YUL or YMX (74%). Second, more business than leisure 

passengers in both resident and nonresident categories used high-cost modes such as the taxi; 

29% of RB and 40% of NRB passengers use the taxi to access YUL and 5% of RB and 20% of 

NRB passengers use the taxi to access YMX. Third, the autocar shuttle service ta YMX was 

used more often by al1 passenger types, than taxi or rental car modes. 

For artiving passengers, up to 98% of trips made by resident passengers oflginating from YUL 

used private modes (automobile, rental car, taxi, limousine) to egress the airport. Similariy, up 

to 94% of resident passengers originating from YMX used pn'vate modes as well. Nonresident 

passengers, on the other hand, exhibiteci a more varied modal distribution with 11 % of trips from 



W L  and 24% of trips from YMX made using public modes (chartered bus, autocar, transit, hotel 

shuitle). 

I 

Figure 3.7: Modal Choice of Departing Passengers to Access Dorval and Mirabel Airport 
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Figure 3.8: Modal Choiœ of Aniving Passengers to Lepve Dorval and Mirabel Airports 

Examination of the usage of the private automobile per zone revealed that the percentage of 

automobile trips increased with distance from the airport as well as with the level of household 

car ownership. For zones with a high ievel of car ownership, the pemntage of departing and 



amving passenger automobile trips were higher than for zones with l e s  cars available per 

household (Figure 3.9). This would explain the high modal split of car trips to YMX from Laval. 

and the North and South Shores where car ownership levels are higher. Another factor which 

affeded the rate of car trips per zone is the availability or lack of public modes in the zone. For 

example, there were less automobile trips originating from zones where public modes were 

available, such as the central area of Montreal and in the vicinity of W L  0.e. hotel shuttles). In 

the subu*, where public modes are lacking, there was no option other than to use the 

automobile. 

Figure 3.9: Percent Car Trips and Cor Ownership pet Origin-ûestination Zone 

3.2.5 Curbside Activity of Departing Passengers 

The analysis of wrbside adivity examined how passengers accessed the teminal and 

transferred fmm ground mode to air mode. In this case. the ground mode in question is the 

automobile. Departing passengers using the automobile to travel to the airporis were 

categorized as k i n g  either auto-passenger or auto-driver using the variable RECONDUK in the 

DEPARNRES database. The dropoff type for each auto-passenger and the parking lot used by 

auto-drivers, are also examined in this section. 



Of the 13,077 departing passenger car trips to Dorval-YUL. 64%. or 8410 trips, were auto- 

passengers and 36%. or 4667 trips, were autodrivers (Table 3.6). For car trips to Mirabel-YMX, 

the proportion of auto-passengers increases to 92%. or 3345 trips. and the number of auto- 

drivers demases to 8% (296 trips). 

Table 3.6: Car Trips to Dorval and Mirabel Airports 
- - -- - - 

Type of Putengcr YUL YMX 

N u m h  Car Trips Psreent Car Trips Number Car Trips Percent Car Trips 

Figure 3.10 shows that 50% (3611 trips) of al1 resident air passengers and 15% (476 trips) of al1 

nonresident passengers leaving Montreal via YUL drove to the airport. It was also obsenred that 

more business than leisure passengers drove to the airport, regardles of residential status. 

Departing passengers (both resident and nonresident) leaving Montreal via YMX and travelling 

by car are predominantly auto-passengers as opposed to auta-drivers. This is due to the fact 

that the duration of an international trip is usuaily longer than a domestic or transborder trip 

passengers tend not to leave their vehicles in the airport parking lot for the duration of their trip. 

The rnajority of pesons that accompanied air passengers to either airport, dmpped them off at 

the cuh and then lefi the airport grounds. Table 3.7 shows that at YUL 94% of air passengers 

were dropped off at the departures curb and of these, 6% of the persons that dmve the air 

passengers went to park the vehicie and then joined the passenger in the terminal. Only 6% of 

aubpasengers remained in the vehicie with the accompanier until the vehicle was parked. 

However, at YMX, a lower percentage (55%) of passengers were dropped off at the curb; the 



remaining 45% of international passengen stayed in the vehicle until it was parked. and then 

walked to the terminal together wÎth the pemn accompanying them. 

Percent of Car Trips 
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Figure 3-10: Departing Air Passenger Type and Automobile Ground Trips to the Airpcwt 

Table 3.7: Curbiide M v i t y  of Departing Passengers at Dorval and Mirabel Airports 

WL 

Transborder 

YMX 

t nt-l 

Number d Perwnt Number of Percent Nurnberd Peroent 
Trips Trips Trips Trips Trips Trips 

-Ruppud off a2 Temlnsl 235 6% 272 6% 622 11% 
anb-Accon i~erPrkrC i r  

3.2.5.1 Parking 

Of the 4667 auto-driver trips to YUL, 45% used the mukilevel parking lot adjacent to the 

teminal, mile 43% used the exterior parking lot at the airport. Examination of the trip purpose 

revealed most business passengen (50%) usecl the multilevel parking and most leisure 



passengers used either the exterior parking lot at the airport (47%). or some other parking lot 

(22%)- 

Table 3.8: Parking Lot Used by Air Passenger Autd)rivers at Dorval Airport 
- - 

Trip hrpo&e MULTILEVEL PARKING ExTRUORPrwUNQ UTHER TOTAL 

Number Trips P e& Trips N u m k  Trips Pmcmî Trips Number Trips Fercent Trips 

-- 

TaW 2550 46% 1975 42% 542 12% 4667 

The average time that auto-drivers Ieft their vehicles parked at YUL is 1.48 days for business 

passengers and 2.61 days for leisure passengers (Table 3.9). Overafl, air passenger auto- 

drivers parked for longer periods in the exterior parking lot than in the multilevei parking lot. 

Leisure passengers showed a greater parking duration than business passengers, which further 

confimis that leisure air trips are longer than business air trips. 

The shorter parking duration obsetved for the muitïlevel parking lot implies that passengen 

prefer to leave their vehicle in a less expensive parking lot if their trip is for an average of 2 or 

more days. However the marginal difference observed in choice of lots by leisure passengers. 

who are assumed to k more cost-sensitive than business passengers, leads to no definite 

conclusion. 

Table 3.9: Average Parking Time for Air Passenger A-rivers at Donral Airport. 



Parking lot usage by air passenger auto-drives at YMX is presented in Table 3.10. The 

multilevel parking lot is moçt frequently selected for both business and teisure passengers (79%). 

The paddng duration for air passenger auto-drives is shown in Table 3.1 1. Once again, the 

average duration is longer for leisure passengers than business passenges (3.00 days versus 

1.78 days). In addition, the average duration for international passengers is longer than 

domestic and transborder passengers. However, due to the small number of passengers that 

drive themselves to Mirabel, the values presented in Table 3.11 should be interpreted with 

caution. 

Table 3.10: Parking Lot Use of Air Pw8enger Auto-ûrivers at Mirabel Airport 
-- ~- 

Trip h r p o ~ a  MULflLNEt PMKIw UrrrwRPARKti~o OTHER Taïru 

Nurnber Trips Percent Trips Number Trips FWcml Trips NumberTrips Perïan( Triw 

Budnr+r 237 89% 30 11% O 0% 267 

-- - 

Table 3:11: Average Parking Time of Air Passenger Auto-Drivers at Mirabel Airport 

TOTAL 

3.2.6 Vehicle Occupancy 

The vehicle occupancy of private vehicles, calculateci using the variables NBVOYAGEUR and 

NBACC~MP frOm the OEPARTURES database, is given in Table 3.12 for each flight sector and type 

of passenger. International pasçangers - inciuding transborder passengers - exhibied a 



wnsisterrtly higher vehide occupancy than for domestic passengers. Also, business passengers 

had a lower vehide occupancy than leisure passengers both for residents and nonresidents. 

where: nbvoyagew = nurnber of air passengerç aboard respondent i 's ground access vehide; 

nbacmmp, = number of accompaniers aboard respondent i 's ground access vehide; 

fexp, = expansion factor for respondent , 

Table 3.12: Vehicle Occupancy of Departing Passenger Private Vehicles 

It was also possible to analyze the composition of the persons aboard a gmund access mode 

using the two variables NBVOYAGEUR and NBACCOMP. In particular, an estimate of the size of the 

party travelling together by air, as well as the number of accompaniers per passenger were 

examined. 

Analysis of the number of passengerç travelling together revealed that domestic air passengers 
a 

travelled in smaller gmups than transborder and international passengers. Table 3.13 shows 



that 70% of passengers travelling to Canadian destinations travei atone, whereas the number of 

single travelters decreases to 58% for passengers travelling to the United States, and 52% for 

international destination-hund passengers. The percentage of passengers travelling in groups 

of 3 or more was 10% for domestic passengers, 15% for transborder passengers and 26% for 

international passengers. 

Table 3-13: Number of Air Pamngers Travelling Together (Al1 modes) 

Oroup Sixe -TIC T- MERNATIONAI. 

Nurnber d Peroent Number ai Percent Nurnber of Pen;ent 

Psrniengers -=w- Pnssengers 

The average traveller group sire also varied with trip purpose and residentia1 status, as shown in 

Table 3.44. In general, business passengers travelled in smaller groups than leisure passengers 

and residents travelleci in smaller groups than nonresidents. The average number of resident- 

business (RB) passengers travelled in groups of 1.59, resident-leisure (RL) passengers travefled 

in gmups of 2.1 0, and nonresident-business (NRB) passengers travelled in groups of 2.25. 

Table 3.1 4: Average Number of Passengens Ttavelllng Together and Type of Passenger 

Similar trends were obseived for persons ammpanying passengers to the airport in the same 

vehide. The average number of accompaniers in the same vehicle per type of passenger is 



found in Table 3.15. The values in Table 3.15 are for the private automobile only. From this 

table it b evident that the average number of people in the same vehicle accornpanying the 

passenger to the airport increased for destinations other than domestic. When the destinations 

were examined by type of passenger, it was observed that for domestic destinations, fewer 

persons accompanied business passengers to the airport cornpared to leisure passengers, 

however for international and transborder destinations, the average number of business 

passenger accompaniers increased by approxirnately 100% to 200% of the number of domestic 

psssenger accompaniers for resident passengers, and by 20 to 80% for nonresident passengers. 

Also, resident passengers generally have less accompaniers per passenger than nonresidents. 

Tabfe 3.15: Number of Pmple Accompanying Passenger in Same Vehicle to the Airport 

- -- 

lotil 058 1 .O3 1.51 

' Mode = Automobi 

The total number of accompanier trips to the airport, generated by each departing passenger, for 

al1 modes, is given in Table 3.16. Again, it is observed that passengers travelling to international 

destinations, both transborder and international, generate more accompanier trips than those 

travelling to Canadian destinations. This is tnre for bath residents and nonresidents. 

Table 3.16: Tohl Number of Aecompaniers per Passenger - All Modes 



3.2.7 Time Before Flight Departure 

Airiine wmpanies and airport authorities suggest that passengers arrive 60 minutes before 

scheduled flights at Dorval Airport and 90 minutes before scheduled flights at Mirabel Airport for 

check-in, sewrity screefling and customs pmcedures (ADM, 199313). The amount of time that a 

passenger adually spends waiting at the airport prior to the flight could be attributed to familianty 

with the accesç networlc It is assumed that nonresident passengers arrive at the airport earlier 

than residents, since they are unfamiliar with the access road netwark and consequently with 

how much time is ~~qu i red  to travel to the airport or with the traffic patterns. Alsa, business 

passengers are assumed to amve closer to the time of their flight since they place a high value 

on their time and are not willing to spend it waiîing at the airport. The time spent at the airport 

prior to a departing flight may also depend on the passenger's perception of the time required for 

airiine and airport passenger procesçing procedures prior to the flight. 

Using the departure time (HDEPART) and travel time (TPPARCOURS) for the ground trip to the 

airport, it was possible to estimate how early departing passengers arrive at the airport prior to 

their fligM. and to observe the differences between the pasçenger categories. 

The flight guide published by ADM for the period fmm April 1, 1993 to July 1, 1993 was used to 

obtain the flight departure times. A secondary validation was camied out to extrad records for 

which departure times were available for the given fliyht numben. The nurnber of trips for 

which this analysis couid be wnduded represented 88% of the total trips made by departing 

passengers (Table 3.1 7). 
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Table 3.17: Number of Trips With Available Flight Numûers and Departure Times 

The results of the anaiysis of the average time difference before depaRure flights for each flight 

sector and type of tripmaker is given in Table 3-18. Domestic passengers tended to amve the 

closest to their fiight, with an average of 72 min prior to the time of flight departure, since 

custorns ciearance is not required. For transborder and international flights where prior flight 

custorns clearance is required, the average tirne difference between the time of amval and time 

of fligM was 84 min for transborder passengers and 166 min for international passengers. Table 

3.18 also shows that nonresident passengers arrived at Dorval Airport earfier than residents. 

flowever at Mirabel Airport, business passengers arrived earlier than leisure passengers 

regardless of the residential status of passengers. 

Table 3.18: Average T ime at Airport Bctore Dsparttng FtigM 

Average Tirne (min) Averege Time (min) Average Time (min) 

All passenger types arrived at Mirabel Airport almost twice as eady than they did at Dorval 

Airport. However men the tirne prior to flight was plotted against the Euclidean distance to the 

airport (Figure 3.11) no correlation existed, as observeci by the dispersion of the points; a velue 



of 0.4556 was obtained for the coefficient of correlation R ~ .  For a given distance to the airport 

(x=15km), the time before flight ranges fmm 10 to 300 minutes. 

Analysis of the average distance and time difference prior to the airport for each zone of origin 

shows that passengen at each airport generally amved at the same tirne prior to their RigM 

departure regardless of the zone of origin or distance to the airport (Table 3.1 9). 

Therefore, the time that passengen anive at the airport prior to the flight departure is dependent 

on other fadors than distance to the airport: namely the sector of the flight departure, residential 

status of passengen for Dorval Airport. and trip purpose for Mirabel Airport. 

Figure 3.11: Tirne Diffennce Before Flight vs. Distance to Airport 



Table 3.19: Average Tirne at Airport Befofe Departing Flight and Distance to Airport 

Zone of ûrigin YUL YMX 

Average Tm Before Average Distance Average rime Before Average Disiance 
~ i i h t  Ed-W FI i ih t  ( E u d i i )  

The residence of the passenger greeter was not captured by the ADM O-D survey data. However 

the residence of the passenger(s) being greeted is known for each greeter trip. By cornpanng 

the passenger's residence with the greeter's trip ongin, it was possible to infer a relationship 

between the greeter and the passenger. in particular, Table 3.20 shows that only 20% of al1 

greeter teps to both airports were to greet at least one member of the same household; the other 

80% were to pick up other passengers. In fad, the percentage of same household mernber 

gweterç rnay adually be higher, howlever there is no way to detemine this without knowing the 

greeter's residence. 
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Table 3.20: Relationships Bedween Greeter and Passenger 

N h  of Rekaonship YUL YMX TOTL 

Psrsuigefs NumberTrips Perosnl N u m k  Trips Parcrml NumberTrips ~mcent 
Trips Trips Trips 

1 F @ w )  366 6% 1528 14% 1884 12% 

Examination of the residential status of the aniving passengers with greeters (Table 3.21) 

revealed that 41% of al1 greeters trips were to greet at least one GMA resident arriving 

passenger; 5Q0h of greeter trips were to greet nonresident passengers. 

Table 3.21 : Residential Status of Greaed Passangers 

Nunber of F&smnrhI W L  YMX TOT= 

Passengars Statu0 Numbar Ptncem Number Peranrl Number Percent 
Tm T r h  Trips Trips Trips Trips 



Leisure passengers were more likely to have greeters than business passengers. Analysis of the 

amving passengen using the ARRIVALS database showed that 54% of amving leisure passengers 

had at least one person meeting them at the airport. The proportion of passengers with greeters 

was higher for transborder and international passengers. Table 3.22 shows that 32% of amving 

domestic, 36% of transborder, and 63% of international passengers had someone meeting them 

at the airport. 

Table 3.22: Percent of Amivals Passengers Wtth Greeteni 

PAXûips P e M  PAXMps Percent PAXtrips Peroent PAXtrips Percent 
Tatel Trips Toîal Trips focal Trips Total Trips 

Total 3434 32% 26ï6 3636 5854 63% 11763 44% 

The number of greeters per amving passenger was detemined from the GREETERS database. 

Transborder and international passengers had a greater number of greeters per passenger than 

domestic passengers. Table 3.23 shows that the average domestic, transborder and 

international passengers have 0.80, 1 .O6 and 1.61 greeters meet them at the airport. 

Table 3.23: Average Numbet of Passenger Oreeters Per Aniving Passenger 



3.4.1 Origin and Destination of Greeter Trips 

A dispersion of trip origins for greeter trips to both airports is obsewed in Figure 3.12. The 

greatest proportion of greeter trips to Dorval -YUL on'ginated from the MUGCentre and the 

MUGWest, both with 21 % of greeter tnps, foflowed by Downtown Montreal, with 13% of greeter 

tn'ps. From Dorval-YUL, the majority of greetets retumed to these same zones, however this 

time, Downtown Montreal was the top attrador of greeter trips (23%). Refening back to Figure 

3.4. Downtown Montreal also attracted the greatest number of nonresident amving passengers 

from Dorval Airport, whereas two zones attracted the most number of resident amving passenger 

first destination tn'ps from Dorval Airport: the MUC-West and the MUC-Centre. 

For passenger greeter trips to and from Mirabel Airport, the MUC-Centre and -West were the 

highest producing and attrading zones for greeter trips. These two zones also attracted the 

greatest number of resident amving passengers fmm Mirabel-YMX (Refer to Figure 3.6). 

Figure 3.12: Origin and ùestination of Passenger Greeter Trips 



When the greetets destination was compared to his origin and with the passenger's residence, it 

was also possible to derive a destination. Analysis of greeter destinations revealed that 49% of 

gmeters retum to their point of origin. 22% travel to some other point, and 14% travel to one of 

the passengers' residence (Table 3.24). From the derived relationships between the greeter and 

the aniving passenger(s). it is observed that 15% of greeters reium to their residence with at 

least one other household member. 

Table 3.24: Greeter Trips Wind ions  

hstjrution: YUL YMX TOTAL 

Number Trip P e r d  TnpE Number Trips Penent Trips Number Trips Perard Trips 

3.4.2 Temporal Distribution of Greeter Trips 

The peak hour for greeter airport access trips to Dorval Airport occurred at 7:00 a-m., with a 

volume of 1108 trips. For Mirabel Airport, the peak hour was 3:00 p-m., with a volume of 2531 

trips. The time of departure from the airports was estirnated using the time surveyed. The peak 

hour for Dorval Airport greeter retum trips was 12:OO p.m. (875 trips); for Mirabel Airport, it was 

4:00 p.m. (2778 trips). The peak hour for retum greeter trips frorn Mirabel correspondeci with the 

peak hour for aniving passenger trips from that airport. There is no correspondence of peak 

hours between amving passengers and retuming greeters originating frorn Dorval Airport. 
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Figure 3.13: Temporal Distribution of Greeter Trips to Dorval and Mirabel Airports 

3.4.3 Duration of Actnrity 

The average duration for the adivity of 'greeting' a passenger at the airport was estimated using 

the time departed for the airport and the time suweyed; it was assumed that the greeter depaiteû 

fmm the airport at the üme of the suwey, or a short tirne thereafter. Since travel time is included 

in this value, the adivity duration was expeded to Vary between airports as well as between trip 

origins. Also, additional time is required to mit for amving passengea to cornplete the custorns 

procedures associatecl with international flights; themfore the greeter activity duration was 

expeded to be greater for Mirabel Airport for this maçon as well. The average amount of time 

passenger greeten spend getting to the airport to greet or pick-up an amving passenger is 58 

min for Dorval Airport and 97 min for Mirabel Airport (Table 3.25). 

Table 3.25: Durîtion of Greeter Activky 

A- Dutation of Greeter Activity 

(mm) 



3.4.4 Mode Used By Gwters 

Passenger greeters use the automobile more than any other mode; 89% of greeter trips to 

Dorval Airport and 96% of greeter trips to Mirabel Airport are made by car. Since the origin of 

the greeter sample has k e n  shown to be dispersed throughout the region and especially 

originating in areas with no or insufficient public modes availabfe, this might explain why the 

automobile is so highly used for the trip. 

Modal Spiii - Percerit Mode-Trips 
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100% 

h l a  

Figure 3.1 4: Modes Used by Passenger Greeters ta Acœss the Airport 

3.5 GREETER TRIPS FROM THE MUCTC-MTQ DATA 

Despite the differences in data structure and data collection methodology b e ~ e e n  the airport 

user O-D survey and the regional O-D survey, a similar charaderization of passenger greeter 

trips was obsenred in the two surveys. Nevertheless, a sumrnary sociodemographic profile of 

the typical passenger greeter was achieved with the MUCTGMTQ data. 

The profile of passenger greeters and greeter airport access trips using the MUCTGMTQ data is 

found in the Appendix, however the key points from the analysis are summarized below: 



The average age of a passenger greeter was 37.5 years. The average male greeter was a 

40.5 year-old worker, h i l e  the average female greeter was 37.5 years old and is other than a 

worker or a student. Passenger greeters reside predominantly in the MUGCentre (26%) and 

the MUGWest (24%). 

The average number of greeters per household was found to be 1.65 per passenger. The 

average number of Dorval Airport-bound greeters per household was 1.29 per passenger, 

M i le  the average number of Mirabel-bound greeters was 2.12 per passenger pet household. 

The origin and destination of Dorval Airport-bound greeter trips was the MUC-West; the origin 

and destination of Mirabel Airport-bound greeter trips was the MUGCentre. 

66.7% of greeters retumed ta their residence after greeting sorneone at the airport; 71.4% for 

Dorval greeters and 60.7% for Mirabel greeters. 

The automobile is the preferred mode for greeters; 95% of al1 greeter trips use the automobile 

to access the airport. 

r The peak hour of greeter trips was determined as k i n g  5:QOp.m. for Dowal Airport and 4:QO 

p.m. for Mirabel Airport; the peak hour for the 'retum' trip was 7:00 p.m., for both airports. 

The duration of the greeter activity was determined to be 84.4 minutes overall; 113 min at 

Donrat Airport and 149 min at Mirabel airport. 



This chapter presented an analysis of ground access trips made by passengers and passenger 

greeters using the ADM O-D databases: DEPARTURES. ARRIVALS and GREETERS. A summary of 

the profile of the typical passenger and greeter were also presented. Analysis of Montreal's 

International Airport passengers revealed: 

r 49% of al[ passengen, both departing and amving, were GMA residents versus nonresidents. 

GMA residents represented 53% of departing passengers, white 55% of amving passengers 

were nonresidents. 

+ Business travel predominates at Dorval Airport and leisure travel predorninates at Mirabel 

Airport, regardless of the residential status of the passengers. The breakdown for resident 

and nonresident passengers is 30% RB and 34% NRB for Dorval Airport; 38% RL and 26% 

NRL for Mirabel Airport. 

The majority of business and leisure resident passengers reside in the MUC-Centre. This 

zone gmup is charaderked by relatively high household incorne ($39,599/hhld), an older 

population (average age=37.5 years). 

The majority of nonresident passengers reside within the United States (30%). However, the 

majority of NRB passengers (20%) reside in provinces other than Quebec, while NRL 

passengers (1 7%) reside predorninantly in other parts of the worid. 



Analysis of passenger ground access trips revealed: 

Departing passengers generated 25 527 daily trips to Dorval Airport and 9 146 daily trips to 

Mirabel Airport; arriving passengers generated 18 007 trips from Dorval Airport and 9 029 

trips from Mirabel Airport daily during the survey period. 

Resident passenger airport access trips originated and terminated in the MUGCentre, while 

nonresident passenger access trips originated and temiinated in Downtown Montreal for both 

Dorval and Mirabel Airports. 

Resident passenger trips originated from and teminated at the passengets residence. NRB 

passenger trips originated from either a hotel or a motel. while NRL passenger trips originated 

from some other location. However, nonresident arriving passengers made their firsi 

destination within the GMA çome point or trip generator other than a hotel. 

The peak hour of departing passenger trips to Dorval Airport occurred at 6:00 a.m. during 

mich there was a volume of 4371 trips. Forty percent (9860 trips) of departing pasenger 

traffic bound for Dorval Airport occurred during the regular moming traffic peak period from 

6:00 a.m. to 859 a.m.. The peak hour for amving passenger trips from Dorval Airport 

occurred at 5:00 p.m. with a volume of 2250 trips. 

The peak hour of departing passenger trips to Mirabel Airport occurred at 4:00 p.m. with a 

volume of 1954 trips. The peak hour for artïving passenger trips from Mirabel Airport 

occurred at 4:00 pm. with a volume of 3000 trips. 

The automobile (49.3%), taxi (31.9%) and rental car (10.2%) were the top three modes used 

to access Dorval Airport, while the automobile (66.0%). autocar (1 1.2%) and taxi (8.5%) were 

the top three modes used by al1 passengers to access to and from Mirabel Airport. 



Modal choice varied with residential status, tflp purpose and airport. Pnvate modes were 

generally preferred over public modes to access either airport, however, there was a 

tendency to use public modes to travel to Mirabel Airport. Moreover, nonresident passengers 

were more Iikely to use public modes than resident passengers. In addition, business 

passengers were more likely to select higher-wst modes, such as the taxi to travel to the 

airport than leisure passengers. 

The majority of passengers wtio used the automobile to travel to the airport were auto- 

passengers especially in the case of Mirabel Airport where 92% of passengers were driven 

wrnpared to 8% who drove themselves to the airport. 

Most passengers driven to Dorval Airport were dropped off at the curb ( ~ 8 8 %  passenger- 

trips); this value dmpped to 44% for passengers driven to Mirabel Airport. 

The average number of departing passengers travelling together varies with flight sector and 

trip purpose. Domestic business passengers travelled in the smallest groups (1.43 

passengers) while international leisure passengers travelled in the largest groups (4.27 

passengers). Furthemore, resident passengers travelled in smaller numbers than 

nonresidents (1.83 resident passengers vs. 2-99 nonresident passengers). 

The average nurnber of accompaniers in the same access vehicie (car) as the passenger also 

varied wiih flight sector, residential status and trip purpose. Domestic passengers had the 

srnallest nurnber of accompaniers per passenger with 0.58 accompanierslpassenger; 

international passengers had the highest nurnber of accompaniers with 1.57 

accompanierdpassenger. 

The vehicle occupancy rate for airporbbound passenger vehicles vaned from 1.90 

persons/vehicJe for domestic passengers to 3.1 4 perçonslvehicle for international passengers. 

The vehicle occupancy rate for nonresident passengers was greater than the rate for resident 



passengers (2-72 personsivehicle vs. 2.44 personsfvehicle). Vehicle occupancy also varied 

with trip purpose, atthough not consistently. 

The amount of time spent by a passenger at the airport prior to a flight varied with flight 

sector. Domestic and transborder passengers spent 72.3 min and 84.4 min respectively at 

Doma1 Airport, whereas international passengers spent 166.5 min at Mirabel prior to their 

flight. The difference between resident and nonresident passengers departing from Mirabel 

was less than the difference between resident and nonresident passengers departing from 

Dorval- No relationship was found to exist between the distance to the airport and the 

amount of time spent at the airport prior to the flight. 

Analysis of the passenger greeter trips using the ADM data revealed the following: 

Only 18% of greeters met at least one family member at either Dorval or Mirabel Airport. The 

remaining 82% greeted other passengers. 

41% of greeted passengers were resident passengers. while 59% were nonresidents. 

The average number of greeters per passenger ranged from 0.80 for domestic passengers to 

1.81 for international passengers. Business passengers had fewer g ree te~  per passenger 

(1 -33) than leisure passengers (1.41). 

The majority of greeter trips to Dorval Airport originated from the MUC-West and teminated 

in Downtown Montreal. However, the majority of greeter trips to Mirabel Airport originated 

from and teminated in the MUC-Centre. 

Symmetry existed in greeter trips; 49% of greeten retumed to their ongin. 15% retumed to 

their residence (greeter and passenger), 14% retumed to the passengefs residence and 22% 

travelled to some other trip destination. 



The peak hour for greeter trips to Dorval ocwrred at 7:00 a.m. with a volume of 1108 trips. 

The peak hour for greeter 'retum' trips from Dorval Airport was 12:OO p.m. with a volume of 

875 trips. The peak houn of travel for greeter trips to Mirabel Airport was 3:00 p.m. (2531 

trips) and from Mirabel Airport is 4:00 p.m. (2778 trips). 

The average duration of the greeter adivity was determined as being 58 min for Dorval 

Airport and 97 minutes for Mirabel Airport. 

The mode preferred by the greeter was the automobile; 89% of trips to Dorval Airport and 

96% of trips to Mirabel Airport were made by car. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS 

WlTH ~ ~ ~ ( ~ t r a t ) ~  

Travel distane and time are indicators that are often used to measure accessibiiity of an airport. 

The infornation from the ADM G D  Survey characterizes the airport access trip in ternis of trip 

origin and destination, mode used, tirne of trip and trip purpose, however the exact route taken to 

travel to or frorn the airport was not declared and therefore is not known. Despite this lack of 

specific information, a mute can be estimated and attributed to each record using a modelling 

system such as ~ ~ ~ ( S t r a t ) ' .  Subsequently, the estimated travel distance and time are 

detemined from the simulated path. 

This chapter focuses on the presentation of the resutts from simulation of the airport access trips 

to and from Montreal's lntemational Airports using the totally disaggregate ~ ( ~ t r a t ) ~  systern. 

An introduction to ~ ~ ~ ( ~ t r a t ) '  begins this chapter, and is followed by a descfiption of the 

simulation scenario. The simulation results are used to determine a rneasure of accessibility of 

Dorval and Mirabel lntemational Airports. 

On'ginally developed to analyze the rnultifaceted demand of the transportation of goods using the 

totally disaggregate approach exclusive to Professor CHAPEAU and his research team, the 

Groupe MADITUC. ~ ~ ~ ( S t r a t ) ~  c m  also be used to analyze penon-trips on a road network. For 



this study specifically, ~ ~ ~ ( S t r a t ) '  was used to assign a path to each airport tripmaker and 

subsequently, to detemine the network distance and travel time, 

In order to sirnulate with MA~(Strat )~ ,  two elements are required: a) a complete spatial 

referencing information systern for analysis and planning purposes (R.I.S.A.P.P), and b) a trip 

file den'ved h m  an 0-D trip database, with spatialiy referenced points of origin and destination. 

A brief description of these elements follows. 

0 REFERENCE ~NFORMATION =STEM FOR TRANSPORTATION ANALYSE AND PLANNING 

A complete spatial referencing information system requires eight different comporients 

(CHAPLEAU, '! 9938): 

a geographical coordinate system to reference al1 entities with a relative location. (The UTM 

systern is frequently used). 

a littoral representation of the study region including geographical boundaries, bodies of 

water, etc.; 

street plans, including the location of traffic lanes as well as a few summary chamderistics; 

an onscreen map generated by the synthetic conversion of the street network in a 

corresponding territory; 

additional cartographie attributes such as an alphanurnen'c referencing of traffic lanes, and a 

colour-coding system for different categories of streets; 

codification of designated areas that are frequent tripends for transportation system users 

and considerd major trip generators or attractors; 



a definition of the tenitonal divisions/ trafic analysis zones as defined by the analyst's needs. 

These can be socioeconomic, demographic, geopolitical, etc.; 

analytical transportation networks to whicb are applied transit or road network trip assignrnent 

models. 

The reference information systern used for the analysis of airport access trips was the Greater 

Montreal Area R.1.SA.P.P. previously created by the Groupe MADITUC for MTQ's analysis of 

trucking within the GMA. 

The trip fils, DEPMC.DTA, therefore contains for each recordeci trip: the points of origin and 

destination represented by coordinate pairs; the transfer points, where available, also 

represented by coordinate pairs; the corresponding expansion factor: the record I.D. number and 

an optional index number to allow the grouping of data according to the needs of the analyst. 

4.1 .f Trip Simulation Wfih ~ ~ ~ ( ~ t r a t ) ~  

As discussed in Chapter One, the MADITUC-MAD(S~~~)~ approach uses a system of data 

operators or modules as opposed to the more traditional, 0-D aip rnaaix - simulation - nehyork 

flows aggregate planning sequence. The simulation of a trip on the road network using 

MADITUGMAD(S~~~~)~ involves the operation of three consecutive modules descn'bed balow. 

They aïe: ACCESS, PATH CALCULATlON and NETWORK LOAOING (CHAPEAU, 19938; BERGERON, D, 

CHAPLEAU, R., 1996). 



ACCESS 

Using the points of origin and destination, the ~ ~ ~ ( ~ t r a t ) ~  ACCESS module determines the 

nearest access nodes to the analyticaf transportation network for each trip in the trip file. This 

module provides the origin and destination access nodes, the distance to the access origin and 

destination nodes from the points of origin and destination, and the access tirnes. (Output file: 

~NP-DTA)  

Once the network access and egress nodes have been determined, the path calculaüon module 

in ~ ~ ~ ( s t r a t ) ~  calculates the minimal general cost path batween these two nodes, in ternis of 

time, distance, and level of cornfort as perceived by the tripmaker. The links used for each trip 

are determined along with their corresponding distance and time (Output files: ~TIN.DTA and 

ITINTD. DTA) . 

The simulation yields an itinerary for each tripmaker wtiich consists of entry and exits nodes to 

and from the network, the transfer points (if applicable) and the path taken represented by a 

series of mute sections (links). 

NETWORK LOAOING 

The calculated paths are then Ioaded onto the network to estirnate the principal irnpads of the 

travel demand on various cornponents of the network (nodes, mutes or links, specific points, or 

districts). Either the entire trip or any seleded portion of it can be loaded onto the network, 

depending on the needs of the analyst. The output file VOLUME-DTA fmm the network loading 

module is used to establish the load profile showing the volume of trips on each link of the 

nehvork. The resuiting load profile can be visualized thmugh MADCADD, an AutoCAD 

environment adapted for the purposes of transportation analysis. 



4.1 2 Possible Simulation Scenarios 

There are two possible network conditions under which the minimal cost path c m  be determined: 

1) either mi le the network is under peak pen'od conditions, or 2) mile it is under free flow 

conditions. 

In the first scenano, the path is calculated using the equilibriurn trip assignment method, and 

follows Wardrop's first criterion, which is: 

œ77?ejoumey tirne in al! mutes achrally used are equal, and less than those which 

wouM be expetïenced by a single vehicie on any unused mute. " ' 

The system is calibrated to represent the moming peak period. The relation between travel time 

and the network linlc volume is determined using the delay cuwe established by the Bureau of 

Public Roads (BPR): 

where ti = the travel time under free fiow conditions, and a = 0.15 and p = 4 (BERGERON, D-, 

CHAPLEAU, R., 1996). 

In the second scenario, the path is calculated using an all-or-nothing type of trip assignment 

which determines the shortest path between the origin and destination nodes. All the flow is then 

assigned to this path with no flow assignment to any other mute. Link capacities are not taken 

into accaunt since link costs (travel time) are assurneci to be constant and flow independent 

(POTTS, R.B., OLIVER, R.M., 1972). 



4.1.3 Interactive Graphic Representation with MADCADD 

The data stored in the trip file as well as the resuits fmm the MADITUGMAD(S~~~~)' simulations 

can be viewed in MADCADD. The rnultilayered platfom available in an AutoCAD environment 

is a definite asset to transportation analysis and thus pemits the examination of more complex 

issues (CHAPLEAU, 19938). 

The functions available with this tool allow for (CHAPLEAU, 19936): 

the digitking and coding of transportation networks as well as of territorial borders and 

centroids; 

the interadive validation of ongindestination survey data spatial references, namely the 

points of on'gin and destination, the connedivity of dedared trip itinemnes, etc-; 

the cornparison of declared and simulated travel behaviour for the calibration of models 

(disaggregate); 

the visual representation of various types of analyses including ioad profiles. 

The four figures in Figure 5.1 created Wh MADCADD, illustrate the desire lines for both airports 

compiled for each of the 65 municipal sedors. From these figures, it is apparent that Downtown 

Montreal is the greatest generator of passenger and greeter airport trips for both Dowal and 

Mirabel Airports. 

- - - - - - -- - 

' Wardrop, J.G. in Potts, R. B., Ofiir, R. M. (1 972). 
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Simulation of airport access trips was made for the ADM survey data only. Further, only the 

records for which there are x-y wordinate pairs are included in the simulation trip file. 

Al1 trips made by private modes (car, rental car, taxi, limousine) by departing passengers, 

paçsenger greeters and am'ving passengers are included. For the purposes of this simulation 

exedse, the hotel shuttIe and chartered bus modes are treated as private modes, since they are 

assurned to travel from their point of origin to their destination without a predefined route. Trips 

made by the autocar shultle mode are also treated as a 'pnvate mode". However, these autocar 

trips were expanded into three or four smaller trips as shown in Figure 4.2, depending on the 

declared origin or destination, to compensate for the stops made by the shuttle. 

Preparation for simulation also included the recoding of Dorval Airport. The access roads to 

Dorval Airport, Roméo-Vachon Boulevard and Albertde-Niverville, were not coded for the 

analytical network used in MAD(S~&)*. This means that the systern might select entry and exit 

(access) nodes that are closest to the airport, but from which il is physically impossible to access. 

or egress from, the airpoit as shown in Figure 4.3 (a). Figure 4.3 (b) show the existing physical 

network in the vicinity of Dorval Airport. 

To ensure that access to the airport was made at the same point for al1 trips, the airport was 

recoded, for the purpose of this study only, as being situated at the jundion of westbound 

Highway 520 (C6te-de-Liesse Boulevard) and Cardinal Avenue, forcing al1 trips to this point. The 

rernaining distance was calwlated as the Euclidean distance to the airport from this new point. 



Figure 4.2: Expansion of Autocar Trips for Simulation Purposes 

l 

Figure 4.3: Access Roads to Dorval Airport (a) Analytical Network, (b) Real Network (PERLY 1996) 



4.2.1 Accuracy of Simulated Travef Time 

The simulated travel time for the airport access trip was wrnpared to declared travel time values 

to determine the degree of accuracy of airport access trip simulation with ~ ~ ~ ( S t r a t ) ' .  This was 

performed only on departing passenger and greeter access trips since declared travel times were 

available for these two types of tripmakers only. Since free flow conditions were assurneci on the 

mad nehvork, and each individual was assigned the shortest path from their origin to the airport, 

lower simulated travel time values were expected. 

The doser the mean difference behrveen the simutated and declared travel tirnes was to zero, the 

more accurate the estimation of the travel time was using ~ ~ ~ ( S t r a t ) ~ .  The average difference 

between sirnulated and declared travel tirnes, for al1 departing passenger and greeter trips to 

both Dorval and Mirabel Airports originating from each zone can be seen in the graphs in Figures 

4.4 and 4.5. 

The mean tirne difference for Dorval Airport was found to be 0.77 min which indicates that the 

simulated travel times were relatively equal to the declared travel times. However, the standard 

deviation for al1 trips to Dorval Airport was calculated as king 12.84 min, ranging from 8.98 min 

to 30.35 min per zone of origin. The 95% confidence interval of the mean of differences was 

[0.05 min, 1.48 min]. Only 4% of al1 Dowabbound trips had time differences that fell within this 

interval. The majority of simulated Dorval Airport trips, 58%. had greater simulated travei times 

than declared times. 

The average differences between simulated and declared travel times to Mirabel Airport for each 

zone of ongin indicated that the travel times were consistently underestirnated with the exception 

of trips fmm the MUC-ÇW and the North Shore. The average time difference for Mirabel Airport 



trips was -9.55 min. The standard deviation of the time difference for al1 trips to Mirabel Airport 

was 17.51 min, ranging from 9.51 min to 32.53 min per zone. Approximately 10% of Mirabel- 

bound trips had time differences within the 95% confidence interval of [-11.20 min, -7.90 min]. 

The travel time was underestimated for 69% of al1 Mirabel trips. 

1-4 00 

i 0 Average Tirne ûiiferenœ pex Zone Average Time Merence -MIL t 

- - - - Upper Confdance bmfi - 95% - + - Lwm Confidence Limiî - 95% 

Figure 4.4: Diffemnœ Between Simulated and Declarecl Travel Times for Dorval Airport Trips 



fherefore, this experirnentation with ~ ~ ~ ( S t r a t ) '  using the spatial referencing system developed 

for MTQ's urban goods movement analysis was not successful for the analysis of airport ground 

accesç trips. An incompletely coded network, particularly in the vicinity of Dorval Airport, can 

cause the seledion of a longer path due to the lack of direct access to certain roads. 

Figure 4.5: Dittsrence Betmen Simulateid and ûedared Travel T i rne  for Mirabel Airport 



4.2.2 Simulated Paths 

The sirnulated paths detenined by ~ ~ ~ ( s t r a t ) '  are shown in Figure 4.6. The shortest path to 

Mirabel Airport predominantly included Highway 15 for al1 MUC, Laval and South Shore trips. 

On the other hand, the shortest path to Dorval Airport predominantly included Highway 20, 

particulariy for trips originating from or terminating Downtown Montreal. Highways 40 and 520 

were induded in the shortest path for tripmakers originating or terminating in the MUGEast or 

Centre. West Island (MUGWest) tripmakers accessed Dorval Airport using Highway 20 and 

Cardinal Avenue in Dorval. 

The accessibility of both airports based on these simulated paths is discussed in the following 

section. 



Figure 4.6: Simulateci Shortest Paths to Danral and Mirabet Airports 



4.3 Acc~ssieiun OF DORVAL AND MIRABEL AIRPORTS 

PENDAKUR (1974) proposed a method of comparing major Canadian national airports to identify 

those wtiich greatly needed govemment funds to improve ground access to airporïs. His method 

took the three following factors into amunt: 1) travel time increases with distance; 2) travel 

time depends on the time of day the trip occurs, and 3) the impact of airport access time 

depends on the volume of passengers expenencing a given set of access wnditions. Therefore, 

PENDAKUR developed a measure which considered these factors. This accessibility indicator was 

calculated using the following expression: 

Annualpassenger - min 
mile 

where: tp  = travel time during peak period (min); 

fw = travel time during off-peak period (min); 

d = average distance to airport (miles); 

p~ = number of passengers during peak hour; 

P, = number of passengers during off-peak period. 

The time and distance are standardized by dividing the travel time by the travel distance. The 

resuning number yields the number of minutes spent per unit distance 10 the airport. The 

nurnber of minutes expended by al1 passengers is determined by calculating tbe standardized 

timedistance measure for both peak and off-peak houn. When added together the two 

components yield the total annual number of passenger-minutes per unit distance (mile). 



While intended as a broader scale measure of ground access conditions, this measure was 

adapted to account for the variation in travel time, distance and volume of airport tripmakers 

dunng the time of the survey for each ongindestination zone using the following expression. 

Since the airport access trips were simulateci under free-fiow conditions, no distinction was made 

between peak and off-peak penods. The resutting value yields the impact of gmund access 

travel time for a given zone, in ternis of person-minutes per km. 

where: Index, = person-minuteslkrn for zone j 

Wi = expansion factor for triprnaker i; 
- 
d;. = average travel distance for zone j (km); 
- 
t, = travel time for tripmalter (km ). 

The average speed experienced by airport tripmakers during their trip between the airport and 

their zone of origin or desünation. can al= be used as a measure of ground accessibility to each 

airport. The average gmund access speed was calwlated using the expression: 



where: F I  = 

- 
VJ = average speed for zone j (kWh) 

ai = average travel distance on the network for zone j (km); 
- 
fi = average travel time for zone j (h): 

Wi = expansion factor for tripmaker i. 

A high accessibility index vaiue Mentifies that the access travel tirne has a great impad on the 

airport triprnakers travelling to or from a particular zone. A high value for the average zonal 

access speed on the other hand, indicates a good level of access 

The impad of ground access travel tirne was found to be greater on Dorval Airport triprnakers 

(52 983 pemn-min/km) than for Mirabel Airport triprnakers (28 724 person-minkm). The 

average access speed to Dorval Airport for al1 zones was also found to be lower (63 krnlh) than 

the average speed to Mirabel Airport (82 kWh), as shown in Table 4.1. A large volume of 

triprnakers is generated by Dorval Airport wtiich explains the greater impact. The low access 

speed is explained by the category of roads wnneding the airport to the rest of the highway 

network high-speed highways (1 00 kmlh) provide access to Mirabel Airport, and lower-speed 

highways and local roads (50-70 kmlh) pmvide access to Dorval Airport. 



Table 4.1: Average Distance, Time, Volume, Speed and Accessibility Index for AH Airport Trips 
- 

Zone WL YMX 

While the accessibifity index indicated the impact of access travel time on the tripmakers of a 

particular zone, it did not always indicate the zones for which access conditions (time, distance, 

speed) were adverse; Downtown Montreal tripmakers had an index value of 15 761 person- 

min/km and an average access speed of 88 km/h. On the other hand, the index value for MUC- 

West tn'pmakers was calculated as k ing  13 353 person-minlkm and the average speed was 

calculated as king 48 kWh. Therefore the adapted accessibility index does not appear to be a 

satisfadory, independent rneasure of accessibility to the airports. 

Analysis of the average access speed to Dorval Airport for each zone revealed that MUGWest 

tripmakers experienced the lowest access speed and that tripmakers from Downtown Montreal 

and South Shore - including the linmediate South Shore muriicipalities experïenced the fastest 

access speeds, prirnarily because of the category of road sections included in the tn'pmakers' 

path to Dorval Airport. However, the high speeds for Downtown Montreal and the South Shore 

might be optimistic since the paths to the airport were simulated under freefiow conditions. A 



simulation should be conduded under a wngested network to detemine what the average 

access speed would be under peak ground trafic conditions. 

Analysis of the average access speed to Mirabel Airport from each zone revealed that triprnakers 

from the South Shore and the lrnmediate South Shore expenenced lower access speeds than 

Montreal Island tripmakers, as expected, due to the bridge that South Shore tripmakers must 

traverse to travel to and fmm the airport. 

Therefore, despite the potential over-optimiçtic access speeds calculateci for airport tripmakers. 

average zona1 speed was a better indicator of ground accessibility than the pmposed 

accessibility index adapted from PENDAKUR'S analysis of access conditions to Canadian national 

airports. 

Therefore, within the scope of this research analysis Mirabel Airport was found to be more 

accessible in ternis of average speed than Dowal Airport despite its distance to the central area 

of Montreal. Furthemore, analysis of the average access speed based on the simulated paths 

revealed that tripmakers originating or teminating in Downtown Montreal or the South Shore, 

including the lmmediate South Shore, have a reasonably good level of access to Dorval Airport. 

On the other hand, tripmakers from the MUC-West have a low level of ground access to Dorval 

Airport, due to the type of roads available and the lack of access roads from the analytical 

networlr. Analysis of paths sirnulated under peak trafic conditions should reveal whether these 

zones maintain their level of ground accessibility to Dorval Airport. 



While the accessibility index identifid the impact of the access travel time on the tripmakers 

originating or terminating fmn a given zone, it did not aIways identify a zone for wtiich the 

access conditions (travel time, distance and speed) were adverse, as was the case for 

Downtown-Montreal triprnakers. For this reason, the average zona1 access speed to each airport 

was a more suitable, independent measure of the level of ground access since the average 

speed better reflected the tmvef time and distance experienced by airport triprnakers to and from 

each zone 

In conclusion, future analysis of airport access should indude the effect of peak trafic conditions 

on access time and speed, particularly with the scheduled increase in trafic at Dorval Airport in 

the near future. Also, transportation and airport planners should further examine the possibility 

of improving access to Dorval Airport in the vicinity of the airport, since the MUGWest is one of 

the three important generators of airport traf ic 



CONCLUSION 

The analysis methodology pmposeâ in this research analysis established the groundwork for 

further analyses and eventually the modelling of airport ground access trips. The methodology 

consisteci of the examination and cartedion of data samples, the calculation of expansion 

fadors, the denvation of variables, the extradion of ground access trips for further analysis, the 

analysis of survey data and the simulation of the extracted trips using the ~ ~ ~ ( ~ t r a t ) *  system. 

The principal limitation of the ADM 0-0 survey is that the survey is valid only for the point-in- 

time the data wlledion took place. Knowledge of the real population of passengers and greeters 

would have improved the integrity of the calculated expansion fadors. Also, a larger passenger 

greeter sample would have decreased the error associated with the sample. 

Analysis of ground access using the ADM 0-D sunrey revealed that passengers exhibited the 

typical behaviour descn'bed in the Merature: nonmident passengers originaîeâ and Ieminated 

in Downtown Montreal, whereas resident trip origins and destinations exhibited a greater 

dispersion throug hout the reg ion. Also, typical ground access behaviour was observecl in airport 

access modal choice: 94 % of residents used private modes such as the automobile, rental car 

or taxi to access both airports. Public mode use was more common among nonresidents than 

nonresidents, although the use of private modes was also prevalent among nonresidents (83%). 

Although pnvate mode use was preferred among residents accessing Mirabel Airport, public 

mode use for nonresidents did increase, implying that cost is a factor in the seledion of an 

access mode. 



Analysis of profile of the passengers revealed that 49% of al1 passengers were Greater Montreal 

residents, the majonty of which resided in the MUGCentre. The United States was the greatest 

generator of nonresident passengers (30%). Nonresident business passengers however, were 

predominantly from other provinces than Quebec whereas nonresident leisure passengeis 

resided elsewhere in the world. It was also revealed that business travel represented 64% of ail 

passenger trips at Dowal Airport and leisure travel represented 65% of atl passenger trips at 

Mirabel Airport, regardles of the residential status of the passengers. 

The typical mident passenger originated or teminated his airport trip from his residence in the 

MUGCentre, whereas the nonresident passenger began or ended his airport trip at either a hotel 

or some other location in Downtown Montreal, for both Dowai and Mirabel Airports. 

Analysis of the passenger greeter trips revealed that only 18% of greeters met at least one family 

rnember at either airport. Forty-one percent (41%) of greeted passengers were resident 

passengers. Analysis also revealed that symmetry existed in a majority of greeter access trips; 

49% of greeters returned to their origin, 15% retumed to their residence, 14% return to the 

passengets residence and 22% travel to some other location. 

The average number of greeters per passenger ranged from 0.80 for dornestic passengers to 

1.81 for international passengers. It was observecl that business passengers had fewer greeters 

per passenger (1 -33) than leisure passengers (1 -41). 

This experirnentation with ~ ~ ~ ( S t r a t ) ~ .  using the spatial referencïng system developed for the 

Quebec Ministry of Transport's urban goods movement analysis within the Greater Montreal 

Area, was not successfut for the analysis of access trips to Dorval and Mirabel Airports. The 

simulated travel times are a fundion of both the distance travelled and the speed of the links in 



the simulated path. An incompletely coded network. particularly in the vicinity of Dorval Airport, 

therefore affects the itineranes assigned to airport tripmakers and wnsequently the distance and 

time travelled to the airport. 

The average travel time and distance to Dorval Airport were calculated as k i n g  25.72 min and 

34.32 km, based on the paths obtained from the simulation with M A D ( s ~ I ~ ~ ) ~ .  Similarly, the 

average travel time and distance to Mirabel Airport were calculated as being 35.76 min and 

49.01 km. Despite its distance to the centre of Montreal, Mirabel Airport was found to be more 

accessible in terms of average speed than Dorval Airport, which is nestkd in the westem part of 

the GMA and is surrounded by lower speed roads, highways and traffic circies. The average 

access speed to Mirabel Airport was 82 krn/h; the average access speed to Dorval Airport was 

63 kmlh. 

Analysis of the average access speed of each zone based on the simulated paths revealed that 

tnprnakers originating or terminating in Downtown Montreal. the North Shore, and the lmrnediate 

South Shore had relatively good access to Dorval Airport. The average zonal accesç speed was 

68 km/h for Downtown Montreal tripmakers, 67 kmlh for North Shore tripmakers and 66 km/h for 

lmrnediate South Shore tripmakers. 

On the other hand, tripmakers from the MUC-West exhibiteci a low level of ground access to 

Dorval Airport; the average zonal accesç speed experienced by MUC-West tripmakers was 48 

kWh. This is explained by the type of roads available for tripmakers from this zone as well as 

the lack of access roads in the analytical network causing longer, sfower paths to be assigned to 

MUGWest tripmakers. Further analysis of paths simulated under peak trafic conditions should 

reveal whether these zones maintain their level of gmund arxessibility to Dorval Airport. 



Corn parison of the two proposecl measures of ground accessibility revealed that the average 

zonal access speed was a more suitable independent indicator of the level of ground access 

since the average speed better refleded the travel time and distance expefienced by airport 

tripmakers to and from each zone. The accessibility index identifiecl the impact of the access 

travel time on the tripmakers onginating or teminating fmm a given zone, however it did not 

always identify a zone for which the access conditions - travel time, distance and speed, were 

adverse, as was the case for Downtown Montreal tripmakers. For this reason the accessibility 

index could not be used as an independent measure of gmund accessibility to Dorval and 

Mirabel Airports 

In conciusion, future analyses of airpart access should inciude the effed of peak conditions on 

the access time and speed, particularly with the advent of an eventual increase in air trafic at 

Domal Airport. This irnplies increasing the passenger sample size to be able to adequately 

analyze airport access trips during the (moming) peak period. Also transportation and airport 

planners should further examine the access to Dorval Aifport particularly in the vicinity of the 

airport, since the MUGWest is one of the three important generators of airport trafic. 
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER TWO 

METHOD 1: SAMPL€ CMCULAT~ON OF EXPANS~ON FACTORS FOR DORVAL ARPORT 

PASSENGERS 

K>N FACTORS 
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METHOD 2: SAMPLE CALCULAIION OF EXPANSION FACTORS FOR CA TER NATIONAL 

INTERNATIONAL DE PARTURES 
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METHOD 3: SAMPLE CALCULAT~ON OF EXPANSION FACTORS FOR PASSENGER 

ARRMNG PASSENOERS WTH GREETERS 
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Figure AZ.l: Programs Used to Proœss MUCTC-MTQ O-D Survey Data Sample 
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Figure A2.2: Algorithm U d  to Determine Trip Type for MUCTC-MTQ Data 
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 3 

Table A3.1: Sociodemographic Charaderistics of GMA Residcnt Passengers 

Zone PopuWh' Poputation HHU)' Personsl HHLD No.Carsl A v w p  % F' 
m' HHLD lncome' HHU)' Age 

Olhrr 84503 99.16 îm3ô 2.81 f 49.129 1.42 339 0.51 880 
(v-I 

' Staastics Canada (1 991) 

MADEOD (MUCTCMTQ 1- 0-0 Survey) 

ADM G D  Suniey (1993) 

Table A3.2: Passenger Trips per Zone (ADM Data) 

NRB 

5m3 

lm3 

316 

1808 

11s 

279 

1 95 

72 

la8 

340 

9305 

NRB 

5892 

340 

172 

876 

96 

149 

190 

91 

46 

330 

8081 

NRL 

4585 

634 

142 

656 

58 

95 

255 

75 

59 

230 

6798 



TEMPORAL D~STRIBU~ON OF PASSENGER TRIPS (ADM DATA) 

- - 

Figure A3.1: Temporal Distribution and Trip Purpose of Departing Passenger Accers Tr ip  

Figure A32 Temporal Distribution and Trip Putpose of Aniving Passenger Egrerrs Trips 

I 
Figure A3.3: Temporal Distribution and Pauenger Type of YUL Departing Passengers 



Figun A3.4: Temporal Distribution and Passenger Type of YMX Departing Passengem 
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Figure A3.5: Temporal Diwbution and Passenger Type of YUL Arriving Passengers 

Figure A3.6: Temporal Distribution and Passenger Type of YMX Aniving Passengers 



MODAL SPUT OF PASSENGER AIRPORT ACCESS TWPS (ADM DATA) 

Table A3.3: Modes U d  by Passengert to Accoss and Egress ûorval and Mirabel Airports 

. .. - - - - 

YUL YMX YUL YMX YUL 

% Trips % Trips % Trip6 % Trips % Trips 

Cw 51 2% fi7.696 46.6% 64.3% 49.3% 

R W W -  9.3% 3.6% 11.6% 9.5% 102% 

Tod 31 3% 7.0% 32.7 % 92% 31 9% 

uMmmd8uS 09% 4.2% 0- 6.9% 0.5% 

krtocrr 3.8% 14.9% 4 3 %  75% 4.0% 

T m d i  1 .0% 0.046 1.8% 0.096 1.3% 

- -  

YMX 

% Trips 

Table A3.4: Modes Used by Resident and Nonmident Passengers (Departure 8 Amivals) 

YUL YMX Tatal YUL YMX Total 

% Tfiw % Trip % Trips % Trips % Trips % Trips 



TIME BEFORE FUGHTS (ADM DATA) 

TïME BEFORE M W  rd PABEiENOW TYPE irr.MbTANCETO WL 
mm- 

Figure A3.7: Time Befare Flight vs. Distanœ fo YUL (Resident Passengers) 

Figura A3.8: Tirne Before FligM vs. Distance to YU1 (Nonmident Parsemgers) 
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Figure A3.9: Time Before Flight vs. Distanœ to YMX (Resident Pasaengers) 

Figure A3.10: Time Before Flight vr. Distanœ to YMX (Nonmident Pas8engers) 



GREETER TRIPS FROM THE Y UCTC-MTQ DATA 

Sociodemographic Profile of Greeters 

According to the MUCTGMTQ data, the majofity of passenger greeters reside in the 

municipalities of the MuCCentre. -West and -East (Figure A3.11). The average age of the male 

greeter is 40.5 years. The average female greeter is slightly younger at 37.5 yean. Figure 

A3.12 shows that the males are the predominant gender arnong the greeter population. Analysis 

of the greeter status reveals that male greeters are worken while female greeten are eiüier 

'othei' than wodcers or students (Table A3.5). 

Figure A3.11: Raidence of GMA Pauanger Greetem (MUCTC-MTQ Data) 

- - 

Figure A3.12: Age and Oender of Pwsenger (MUCTC-MTQ D M )  



Table A M :  Status of Airport Gree!ters (MUCTGMTQ Data) 

mie 

Fanue 

TOTAL 

Analysis of the nurnber of greeters per household in the MUCTC-MTQ survey data reveals that 

fewer greeters per household greet passengers at Dowal Airport than at Mirabel Airport. This is 

consistent with the ADM data, however the nurnber of greeters per passenger obtaineâ fmm the 

ADM data was not necessarily restnded to one household. 

Table A3.6: Number of Ûraetari pet Household (MUCTC- MTQ Data) 

YUL 

YYK 

TOTAL 

Greeter Airport Trips 

Analysis of the trip origins and destinations of greeter trips revealed that the MUC-West and the 

MUGCentre generate the greatest proportion of Dorval Airport-based greeter trips (Figure 

A3.13). Similady, these zones together with the MUGEast, also generate the greatest 

proportion of Mirabel Airport-based greeter trips. These zones were also shown to generate the 

greatest amount of greeter trips with the ADM data. 

Analysis of grneten' trip chains reveals they are often symmetrical, that is, they depart from and 

return to their residence. Table A3.7, shows that 66.7% of al1 greeteE retum to their residence 

after greeting sameone et the airport; the rest travel to a different destination point after leaving 



the airport for either work (6%). m a t i o n  (7%), shopping (4%) or some other trip purpose 

(1 6%). 

D M  MUG M U C  M U C  MUG lm M North Saith Other 
C e n t r e E s e t W d S W  S. Store Shore 

st-ue 

I 
Figure A3.13: Origin and M i n a t i o n  of Oreeter Trips (MUCTCMTQ Data) 

Table A3.7: Greeter Trip Chains (MUCTC-MTQ Data) 

Trip Chain Type YUL YMX TOTAL 

Percent Percent Trip FaCani Trip 

As was discovered with the ADM data analysis of greeter trips. the automobile is the 

predominant mode of transportation seleded by pasçenger greeters, with over 95% of aIl grneter 

trips to both airports using a car (Figure A3.14). 



Analysis of the temporal distribution of the greeter trips to both airports, as well as the duration of 

the 'greetingn adivity shows some differences compareci to the ADM data. Firstly, the MUCTG 

MTQ data shows the peak penod for trips to both airports to be the late aftemoon at 

approxirnately the same time. The peak for Dorval Airport is 5:OOp.m. while the peak hour for 

Mirabel Airport is 4:Oûp.m.. This is later than Wat was observed from the ADM data. The peak 

hour for the second airport trip, the trip h m  Dorval and Mirabel Airports, occurs at 7:OOp.m.. 

This time is also later cornpareci to the ADM data. 

igure A3.15: Temporal Distribution of Gteeter Trips (MUCTC-MTQ) 



The differences in the peak hours are attributable to the lack of information on the time departed 

from the airport (ADM Data). The departure tirne for the trip from the airport using the ADM O-D 

data, is estimated using the time the respondent was surveyed. Consequently, differences also 

occur in the 'greeting" adivity duration for each airport. The duration of the greeting adivity 

determined using the MUCTC-MTQ data is generally longer than the duration calculateci using 

the ADM data. Table A3.8 shows that the average greeter adivity duration is 128 minutes 

versus 62 minutes from the ADM data. 

Table A3.8: Duration of Ûreeter Activity (MUCTC-MTQ Data) 

(min) 
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